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PREFACE

Tv¡o related computer packages for processing spatial data, TRACE and

POLAR, are presented in this manual-.

TRACE is used for the input and edit of spatial data such as points,
Iines and regions, using a digitiser. lt provides facilities to convert
the data to and from a format suitable for transfer between computers.
ft also provides facilities to transform the coordinate system used in
the data, to merge points and lines together, and to link lines to form
regions.

TRACE v¡as developed by P R van Berkel at the Hydrology Centre, Ministry
of Works and Devefopment, Christchurch, incorporating experience gained
in the development of MI,IDrs LADEDA geographic information system.
Softv¡are development commenced in March 1984, and the first trial
version started use in JuIy 1984 on a PDP II/23 to create a national
database of river catchment boundaries. Version I.2 of TRACE was

released in JuIy 1985, after further trials at three catchment
authorities.

pOLAR is used for the analysi.s and retrievaL of Point, Line And Region
data and its associated descriptive information on mini- and micro-
computers. It is a follow on from the LADEDA system on the Vogel
Computer Centre (Vcc).

POLAR was designed and,implemented by R D Williams at the Hydrology
Centre, Ministry of Works and Development, Christchurch. Development
began in January L984 on a PDP lL/23, and the softr¿are \^¡as first used
in June 1984. Version 1.2 was released in June 1985 aft.er evaluation
of version 1.1 by three catchment authorities.

This software was written as the first stage in development of a POLAR

database management system for micro-computers. By using standard disk
directory names for different features of the data and a standard editor
for text input, it was possible to make rapid progress and so invoLve
users at an early stage of development.

A second stage of development is now underway to add a special directory
and better facilities for text input. The directory wiII be designed for
use with a write-once optical disk drive which has exchangeable disks
each able to hold 100 megabytes of data. With these enhancements the
package will manage very large fil-es on a micro-computer.
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1 INTRODUCTION

TRÀCE is a computer package for the input to computer and editing of
point and line data, using a digitì-ser. River netv¡orks, road netr.¡orks,
etc, are input as l-ines. Region boundaries are input as lines and these
are linked to form the compJ-ete regions. Points, lines and regions can
be converted to different formats for input to other software. TRACE
handles coordinate data on a rectangular grid. The X and Y scales do not
have to be the same, ?g, time in seconds along the X-axis and height up
the Y-axis. Existing coordinate data can be edited if they are provided
in a suitable format. Descriptions are input using a text editor or
other text entry package. Analysis and retrieval are done using the
sister package called POLÀR (see Part 2 - POLAR Users Manual).

TRACE has been vrritten in FORTRAN in a portable manner so that it can
be implemented on a variety of computers. Its design vras based on
experience gained in developing Ml,lDrs LADEDA geographic information
system, and on J F McIntosh, 'rThe interactive digitising of polygons and
the processing of pol-ygons in a rel-ational databaserr, SIGGRAPH,
August 1918, pp 60-63. To date, TRACE has been implemented on PDP 11,
VAX and IBM PC computers at a variety of sites. À version excluding
digitising has also been implemented on an IBM mainframe. The minimum
configuration for an installation to be able to use TRACE is:

64KB of memory
5MB of disk space
a keyboard and terminal
a digitiser
a graphics output device (optional)
a FORTRAN compiler

To date, applications of TRÀCE have included: land resource boundaries,
catchment boundaries, rainfall isohyets, and charts. The catchment
boundaries were digitised from 310 maps; a total of 4500 nodes and 6000
l-ines which v¡ere l-inked to form 1100 regions. The total length of Ìines
on the maps rdas 800 metres. Digitising and editing using TRACE took a
total of 13 weeks.

Chapter 2 describes the data structures involved in digitising and
subsequent processing. Chapter 3 describes the input and edit program
r¿hich uses a digitiser. Chapter 4 describes the transformation, grid
conversion, merge and l-ink programs. The transformation program converts
a database from one coordinate system to another. The grid conversion
program is used for obtaining the coordinate values of a point in a
different grid system. The merge program combines sets of nodes and
lines. The link program joins lines together to form regions. Chapter 5

describes the programs that convert data betr¿een the TRACE, Transfer and
POLAR retrieval formats. Chapter 6 provides guidelines for using TRACE
programs. Because it describes the sequence in which the software should
be used to carry out particul-ar tasks, familíarity with this chapter is
essential. The appendices give information on how to access the TRACE
programs and use the digitiser, and what parameter limits are in effect.
You should ensure that you have the appendices v¡hich apply to your
installation.
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1=i==!!l!illl

Two dimensional coordinate data can be represented by points and lines.
The input and edit program handles nodes and lines only. A node is a
point which may also be the end of a line. A line consists of a start
node, a number of intermediate points, and an end node. The start node,
intermediate points and end node are connected by straight line segments.
An entity is a set of lines, such as a region or river network, which are
linked in a clockwise or anticlockwíse direction.
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2 DATA FORMAT

A TRACE database is made up of a number of files. Each file name
consists of the database name forlowed by a 3.-l_etter file type. The
database name is chosen by the user; the file types are chosen by the
TRÀCE programs. The input and edit program creates files with thefollowing file types:

. IND

. ILN

. IPT

Other programs

. ILK

. TCI

. TCS

File type
FiIe characteristics:

. ]ND
sequent j-aI
binary
unformatted

- node file containing node coordinates,
and node and l_ine links.

- line file containing pointers to the point
file.

- point file containing coordinates of
intermediate points of Iines.

create further files:

- link file, listing the l_ines which comprise entities
- transfer index file.
- transfer segment file.

ê9, Database s12A r¿oul-d have at reast the fol_lowing files: s12A.rND,
S12A.ILN, and S12A.tpT.

1=1==]33!=lll:

The node file contains data v¡hich are kept in memory whil_e a TRACE
program is running. rt incLudes alI information relating to nodes, ie,their coordínates, whether they are deleted or not, and what lin"s meetat the node. rt also contains information about lines including: theirstart and end node numbers, and whether the line is deleted. This fiteis used by all the TRACE programs.

FiIe format:
The file format is complex as it describes relationships between nodes

and lines and between l-ines and nodes, and thus is described in theprogfam documentation.
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'=:1===!::==ill:

The line file contains pointers to the point fil-e, giving the number of
the first intermediate point and the number of intermediate points of
each 1ine. This file is used by al-l programs except when converting
nodes from TRACE format to Transfer format.

File type: .ÏLN
File characteristics: direct access

binarY
fixed length records o1 2 x 2-byLe integers

File format:
Record 1 = startl, Iengthl
*""1'u ' = "'^t::,t'' t""nln'

where starti = number of the first intermediate point of line i
lengthi = number of points in line i (= 0 if none, in vrhich

case starti has no meaning).

3=1==1:::=:11:

The point file contains the intermediate points of each line. Thís
file is used by all programs except when converting nodes from TRACE

format to Transfer format.

File type: . IPT
File characteristics: direct access

binarY
each record is 2 x  -bYEe reals

Fi-le format:
Record 1 = (x1,y1)
Record 2 = ,*r,,,rÐ

il ll

where (xi,yi) = coordinates of intermediate point i'

2.4 Link fíle

The link file contains lists of line numbers comprising entities (eg,
regions or river networks). It is created by the link program and is
used when converting entities from TRACE format to Transfer format.
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File type: . ILK
File characteristics sequential

binary
fixed length records of 2-byte integers

Fil-e format:
Block 1 = list of line numbers for entity 1

Block 2 = Iist of line numbers for entity 2

Each block consists of one or more l-ine numbers folLowed by an
end-marker ( = 0). The numbers refer to the lines in the ILN file.
Negative line numbers mean traverse the l-ine in the reverse direction.
This file is related to the transfer index file.

3:l==l:::::::=::l::
The transfer files may be displayed, printed, edited or transferred to
other computers. The format incLudes both descriptions and coordinates.
The description file (TAT) contains the attribute values.This is
described further in POLAR Users Manual. Since TRACE only deals with
coordinate data, any description files are ignored.

There are t\do transfer coordinate files: the index file (TCI) and the
segment file (TCS). They are based on a three level structure of entity,
segment and coordinate pairs. The index file contains lists of segment
numbers (one list per entity). The segment fil-e contains lists of
coordinate pairs (one list per seg:ment). See section 5.2 for more
details. The numbers in the TCI and TCS files may be in a free format
(ie, any number of complete numbers in a line separated by one or more
blanks). Both files are produced by the rrConvert from TRACE format to
Transfer format'r program, and are used by the "Convert from Transfer
format to TRACE formatil Program.

2.5.I Index file

File type: .TCI
File characteristics: sequential,

charac te r
variable length lines

File 'format:
Line 1 = comment
Line 2 = end-marker (an integer not occurring as a segment number)
Bloek 1 = tist of seornent numbers for entity 1

Block m = list of segment numbers for entity m

Each block contains a list of one or more segrment numbers, in a free
format, foJ-Iowed by an end-marker. The segment numbers refer to the
segments in the TCS file (which are numbered in sequential order 1, . . ) .

Negative numbers indicate that the segment should be traversed in the
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reverse direction.
point as the start

Each segment in a
point of the next

list should have the same end
segment.

FiIe type:
File characteristics:

2.5.2 Segment file

. TCS
sequential,
character,
variable length lines

File format:
Li-ne 1 = comment
Line 2 = end-marker (a number not occurring as
Block 1 = list of coordinate pairs for segment

::
Block s = list of coordinate pairs for segment

Each block contains a list of one or more (x,y)
followed by an end-marker. The numbers are in

a coordinate value)
1

s

coordinate pairs
a free format.

2.5.3 Example of Transfer format

This example (see figure 1) consists of 4 regions. The TCI file refers
to the 9 segrments of the TCS fiIe. Note that to determine the number of
a segment in the TCS file the number of preceding end-markers have to be
counted. An example of how the files are interpreted is:

Region 2 is made up of segment 5 followed by segment 8 in the reversedirection, followed by segment 9 in the reverse direction. segment 5
begins at (69, ZB) and continues: (77, 32) (82, 37) (84, 42i (A+, 4?)(84,48), and ends at (83, 50). segment g begins at (100, 62) and endsat (83, 50), but because it has to be taken iÀ tfre reverse direction thestart is, in fact, at (83, 50), which corresponds to the end of segment5. similarly with segment 9. The last point (when reversed) is(69,28), which corresponds to the start of segment 5. Thus, the region
boundary is closed.
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Figure 1: Diagram showing 4 regions (R1...R4) and 9 lines (1...9)
from Transfer data.

R3
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INPUT AND EDIT PROGRAM

The input and edit program is used to digitise point and line data.
Data already in computer form can be edited once they have been
converted to TRACE format (using the 'rConvert from Transfer format to
TRACE format" program). Tv¡o classes of documents for digitising are
distinguished: map documents and graphic documents. Map documents are
those which require accuracy in registration, have 4 control points,
have their ov¡n coordinate system, and may need to be merged together
along their edges (eg, farm plans and maps of counties, rivers, or
roads). Graphic documents do not have the same accuracy requirements,
have only 2 control points, the coordinates are in millimetres, and they
do not need to be merged. Control points are points on the document for
which the coordinates are accurately known. For example, for a map
document they may he the grid intersection poi-nts, and for a graphic
document, such as a v¡ater level chart, they v¡ou1d be the start and end
of the recorder trace.

The input and edit program is controlled through a menu placed on the
digitiser (see figure 2). The menu has 20 options v¡hich are divided
into three groups: change operations (options 1 to 6), change switches
(options 7 to 13), and carry out actions (options 14 to 20). The
operations are:

1) digitise lines
2) digitise nodes
3) split lines by inserting nodes
4) deLete lines
5) delete nodes
6) combine l-ines by deleting nodes

only one operation is in effect at any time. The effect of an operation
can be modified by switches. Each sr,¡itch is turned on or of f by
selecting the appropriate menu option. An action can be carried out at
any time, also by selecting the appropriate menu option.

Most digitisers can be used in one of two modes: point and stream. Point
mode means a single point is sent to the computer every time a cursor
button is pressed, whereas in stream mode, points are sent to the
computer continuously. stream mode can be started at the start of
digitising a line and ended at the end of the l-ine. (see appendì-x B for
further details on how your digitiser is operated. ) The software does
not automatically differentiate between the point and stream modes of
the digitiser, but treats what comes from the digitiser just as a stream
of points. The user indicates how the points should be treated by
serecting the appropriate operation from the menu before commencing
digitis ing.

Lines must have nodes at their ends (and cannot have nodes between their
ends). Hence, when digitising linec thc nodcs must normally be digitised
first. In any particular sessíon, input to and editing of the database
will be restricted to the windov¡ defined by the document edge.

If a graphics screen is available to TRACE then the nodes and lines rvill
be plotted on the screen as they are digitised (and removed from the
screen if they are deleted).
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Upon exiting from the input and edit program, the number of nodes, lines
and intermediate points are displayed. The space taken up in the files
by deleted data can be recovered by converting the data to Transfer
format and back to TRACE format.
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Figure 2: TRACE Input and Edit Digitiser Menu
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3.1 Commencing the Input and Edit program

To access the input and edit program see appendix A. The fotrowing
parameters v¡iII be prompted for when the program is accessed:

Enter oÌd databês€ rrânìê:

11

1)

If you are making a new database then don't enter
press the RETURN/ENTER k"y). Hov¡ever, i_f you are
an existing database, then enter íts name.

Exarnple : SI2A
Default: No o1d database

Enter nev¡ databêsê tÌârlìê:

anything (just
continuing with

2)

A nev/ database name is required. AII the data in the ol-d database
will- be copied into the new database (and thus will overwrite any
data possibly al-ready in the nevr database). However, nodes and
lines outside the document edge v¡il-l not be avail-able for use in
this session. Any further data digitised will- be added to the new
database. Note: the nev¡ database name should not be the same as
the old name.

ExampÌe: S128
Defaul-t: - (compulsory parameter)

Tf the menu corners have not been instal-led in TRÀCE, the follovring
prompt wilJ- appear:
3) Line up the menu on the platen

Di top right menu corners

To instal-I the menu corners, check that the digitiser is
connected, switched on and in point mode (as opposed to stream
mode). Place the menu on the platen, ensuring that it is
positioned parallel to the platen edges and inside the digitiser
l-imits. Digitise the bottom left corner of the menu, then the
top right corner (see figure 2).

4) Enter the X & Y minimum and X & Y maximum'

Enter four numbers specifying the opposite corners of a
rectangular window, or press RETURN/ENTER. These numbers define
the edge of the document being digitised or edited, and hence
which part of the database is being accessed. rf four numbers are
entered then the document is a map documer¡t and the numbers shourd
be expressed in the coordinate system of the document. The edge
should be marked on the document. Any points subsequently
digitised outside the document edge are moved to the edge. To
minimise node searching, the window should not be too large
compared to the number of nodes. (rrre amount of node searching
can be demonstrated with rrdisplay node information' sr^ritch on.)

rf no numbers are entered then the document is a graphic document.
The edge of the digitiser is used for the edge of a graphic
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document.
Example: 90000 600000 290000 750000
Default: edges of the digitiser

For graphic documents:
5) Place the document on the platen

Digitise 2 control points
Digitise control point at bottom left
Digitise control point at bottom right

Place the document securely on the digitiser platen inside the
digitiser timits, and not overlapping the menu. It does not have
to be parallel with the platen edges. Digitise the two control
points which are used to position the X and Y axes. As the
coordinate system is assumed to be in millimetres the coordinates
of the control points are not required, so go to step 9.

For map documents:
6) P1ace the document on the platen

Digitise 4 control points
Digitise control point at bottom left
Digitise control point at top left
Digitise control point at top right
Digitise control point at bottom right

P1ace the document securely on the digitiser platen inside the
digitiser limits, and not overlapping the menu. It does not have
to be parallel vrith the platen edges. Digitise four control
points in the clockwíse order specified. The co4trol points do
not have to be at the corners of a rectangle.

7) Enter the coordinates of the 4 control points
or press RETURN/ENTER if the default is O.K.

oint
Enter
Enter the bottom right po]-nt N4, Y4

Enter the pair of coordinate values for each control point or just
press the RETURN/ENTER key if the coordinates are the same as
given in brackets ( X1,Yl, etc). These coordinates, along with
their corresponding digitised points, define the transformation to
be applied to convert digitised points to document coordinates.

Example: 100000 600000
100000 730000
270000 730000
270000 600000

Default: corners of the document edge as specified in a) above.
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If there is a possibl-e error in your control points then the
follor.ring message will appear:
8) X and Y scal-es differ by more than .59o

Do you ç¡ant to go back ?

Enter Yes (Y) or No (N). x and y scales are calcul-ated from the
digitised control poj-nts and the entered control point
coordinates. The scares v¡il] differ by more than .59o if you havej-ncorrectly digitised the control- points or incorrectly entered
their coordinates. In these cases reply yes so they can be
redone. The scal-es may also differ by more than .59o if the
document is stretched in one direction more than the other. rn
thi-s case repJ-y No, as the program v¡ill- use the control points to
automatically compensate for the stretch. The scal-es v¡i1l- also
differ if the x and Y scares on your document have different
meanings, ?g, time along the X-axis and stage along the y-axis.
Again, enter No, as they are not in error.

Example: Y
Defaul-t: No

9) Enter max. distance to nodes (in mm):

Enter a number betv¡een 0 and 10, in units of mill_imetres.
This value is used to determine whether a point just digitised is
rrnearrr an existing node. Any points digitised within this
distance of a node are rrsnapped" to the node. AIso, nodes
digitised v¡ithin this distance of the edge of the document are
moved to the edge.

Example: 1.5
Default: as specified in appendix C for your instal_l_ation.

10) Enter line compression distance (in mm):

Enter a number between 0 and 10, in units of mil-rimetres. This
val-ue is used in "digitise linesrr operation to remove unnecessary
digitised points. It is the maximum amount by vrhich the stored
line may vary from the digitised l_ine.

Example z 0.2
Default: as specified in appendix C for your installation.

11) Enter max. distance betv¡een duplicate lines (in mm) 
=

Enter a value between 0 and 10, in millimetres. This distance is
used when digitising lines. Two lines, v¡ith the same start and
end nodes, will be considered duplicate rines if their average
separation is less than this distance.

Examnfe: l_=0
Default: as specífied in appendix C for your instaLl_ation.

once the above information has been given, and provided a graphics
screen is avail-able to TRACE, the ol-d nodes and lines previously
digitised within the document edge are plotted. Only lines with start
and end nodes inside the document edge are plotted. rf there is too

13
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much to plot then the follovring message will appear:
12) There are more than 3000 points.

Do you v¡ant them plotted ?

Enter Yes (Y) or No (w). As there are a l-ot of points to plot
it will take some time to plot them.

Example: Y
Default: Yes

1=3==ll!=l::::=:::=::l:=l:::

The menu placed on the digitiser platen is used to control the input and
edit program. A menu option is selected by digitising a point inside the
part of the menu allocated to that option (see figure 2).

Àt any one time one of six operations may be performed: digitising
nodes, digitising lines, spJ-itting 1ines, deleting nodes, deleting
l-ines, or combining Lines. To change the operation, sel-ect one of the
other operations on the menu. Once selected, only that particular
operation can be carried out, êg, if in I'digitise nodes" operation then
nodes can only be digitised - they cannot be deleted. An operation can
be repeated as many tJ-mes as desired (and while there are data
available ! ). The program starts off in "digitise nodesil operation.

If you are in the middle of an operation (eg, digitising a line) and a
menu option is selected, then the current operation is aborted (eg, the
current line is cancelled). This can be used to correct digitising
errors as they occur.

As each operation is started or completed the terminal can beep. With
beep count set to 3, one beep signifies the successful start of an
operation, tvJo beeps signify the successful end of an operation, and
three beeps signify an error. As digitising or deleting nodes involves a
single digitise, a single beep signifies the successful start and finish
of the operation. These beep counts may be altered by the I'change beep
countrr option on the menu. The following descriptions are with beep
count set to 3.

3 .2.I Operations

"Dígitise lines" operation (1)

To digitise a line, digitise a start point at a node, followed by the
points along the line, follovred by an end point at a node. If the line
passes too close to a node then the line will end at that node. lf the
rrautomatically start a new line" switch (AUTNEW) is on, then the end
node will automatically be considered as the start node of the next
line. If the AUTNEW sv¡itch is off, a new line cannot be started at the
end of the last digitised line.
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A singJ-e beep vril1 occur when a new line is started (unJ-ess it was
automatically started at the end of the l-ast l-ine because the ÀUTNEW

sv¡itch vras on) . Tv¡o beeps v¡ill- occur v¡hen a line is successfully
completed. Three beeps v¡ill- occur if an error is made. An error v¡il-l-
occur if no node is found at the start of a line. Beeps are suppressed
if a start node is repeatedJ-y not found

An error will also occur if a line is duplicated. Dupl-icate lines are
detected by finding the candidate lines v¡ith the same start and end
nodes as the current line. Polygons are formed betv¿een the current line
and each candidate 1ine. The average vridth of each polygon is
calculated by dividing its area by the length of the line just
digitised. If this is l-ess than the "max. distance between duplicate
lines" then the candidate line is deemed to be a dupJ-icate and an error
resul-ts. You v¡ill then be asked v¿hich line you v¡ant deleted.

Intermediate points of a l-ine are compressed as they are digitised.
This means that points are only stored v¡here it is necessary to ensure
that the stored line does not vary from the digitised line by more than
the "J-ine compression distancer'. If plotting on a screen is available
then the stored line will be plotted.

All points digitised outside the document edge vrilI be moved to the
document edge. No message is given v¡hen this occurs.

rrDigitise nodes" operation (2)

To digitise a node, digitise a point inside the document edge. A beep
wj-II occur if the node is successfully digitised. Three beeps mean a
node has been duplicated (ie, v;ithin 'rdistance to nodesrr of an,existing
node) and hence a nev/ node is not formed. If plotting on a screen is
available then the stored node will be plotted.

If a node is digitised on top of an exj-sting line then the line will- NOT

be split into two lines meeting at the node. If you wish to split a line
into two lines with a node then the rrsplit lines by inserting nodes"
operation should be used.

If a point is digitised near (ie, within I'distance to nodes" of) the
document edge or outside the document then the node will- be created on
the document edge. A warning message vriJ-J- be displayed if a node has
been moved to the edge by more than the ildistance to nodes'r.

rrsplit lines by inserting nodes'r operation (3)

To split a line into tv¡o Lines digitise the two end nodes of the old
l-ine, and then digitise a point along the line v¡here the line is to be
sp1it. The line r.¡ill only be split if the point is r.rithinrrdistance to
nodesil of the l-ine and more thanrrdistance to nodesrrfrom the two end
nodes. If there is already a node at the point or a node v¡ithin
rrdistance to nodesil of the point then that node v¡iII be used, otherwise
a node will be created at the point.

15
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"DeIete lines" operation (4)

To delete a line, digitise the node at each end of the line. The line
joining the two nodes v¡ill then be deleted, provided a single line joins
the two nodes. One beep signifies the first node has been digitised. Two

beeps signify the line has been successfully deleted. Three beeps
signify that, either no line connects the tv¡o nodes, or two or more
lines connect the tv¡o nodes. In the latter case you vrill be asked to
identify the line to be deleted by digitising a point on it.

If you are using the "dígitise linesrr operation, and v¡ish to delete the
Iine currently being digitised, then simply sel-ect any menu option (eg,
rrdigitise iines" optíon). This causes the current operation to be
aborted. It is thus not necessary to change to the "delete lines"
ope ration.

rrDelete nodes" operation (5)

To delete a node, digitise it. One beep signifies that the node AND all
the lines meeting at the node have been deleted. Three beeps signify
that there v¡as no node at the digitised point.

'rCombine lines by deleting nodes'r operation (6)

If a node has two and only two lines meeting at it then the two lines
can be combined into one line, and the node del-eted, by digitising the
node.

3 .2.2 Switches

Switches can be on or off. They only affect the I'digitise lines"
operation.

'rDisplay point informationrr sv¡itch (7)

When the switch is on, the digitiser coordinate values are displayed as
they are being digitised, along with the coordinate values of stored
intermediate points. Thus, you could determine what proportion of
digitised points v¡ere being stored under the current compression.

The initial value is off.

"Display node informationrt switch (8)

I,lhen the switch is on, information related to node searching is
displayed, iê, the numbers of nodes near to the last digitised point are
displayed.
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The initial value is off.

I'Display line information" switch (9)

When the switch is on, the length of each line is displayed together
vrith the area of the polygon formed by the line and an imäginary
straight line betv¡een the end nodes. The area is expressed in units of
square Y-coordinate units.

The initial val-ue is off .

IAutomaticall-y create start nodes" switch (aufuoo) (10)

When the switch is on, and a start point of a line is digitised, a node
is automatically created at the start point if there v/as no node already
there. This svritch can be used v¡hen digitising isolated v¡hole polygons.
It shoul-d be used with caution. This switch is incompatible v¡ith the
rrautomatically start a new line at the end of a linerr s\titch, and hence
only one of them can be on at any one time. (If the ÀUTNEW switch is on

it will automatically be sv¡itched off. )

The initial val-ue is off .

rrAutomatically start a new line at the end of a line" sv¡itch
(AUTNEW) (11)

When the switch is on, a new line will be automatically started at the
end node of the line just digitised. This sv¡itch should be used in
conjunction with the rrautomatically delete l-ines with no intermediate
points', switch, especially when the digitiser is in stream mode. When

this sv¡itch is off, a ne\,./ line cannot be started at the end of the last
digitised line, ie, you must start a ner^/ tine at a different node. This
switch is incompatible with the "automatically create start nodesrl
svritch, ie, only one of them can be on at any one time. (lf the AUTNOD

switch is on it wiII automaticalJ-y be switched off. )

The initial value is on.

r,Automatically del-ete Lines with no intermediate points" switch
(AUTDEL) (r2)

When the switch is on, l-ines with no intermediate points are
automatically deleted.

This is useful when the I'automatical-Iy start a ne\¡, Iine at the end of a

line'r switch is on. Suppose you start a new line at a different node
from the end of the last line. Then a straight line will have been
created between the end node of the last line and the start node of the
new line. This extra line is not wanted and is automatically deleted if
this switch is on.

The initial value is on.

L]
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rrCheck for duplicate l-ines,, sv¡itch (DUICHK) (13)

when the sv¡itch is on, dupricate rines are looked for when a line is
digitised. rf a duplicate line is found you are requested to specify
which, if any, is to be deleted.

checking for duplicate lines is done by computing the area of the
polygon formed between the tv¡o lines, dividing by the tength of the linejust digitised, and then checking if this value is less than the 'max.distance between duplicate lines'r. The check may also pick up lines
which cross over each other (if their area cancers out). rt may also
pick up (whole polygon) lines v¡here the start and end nodes of the lines
are aLl- at the same single node and if they have simirar areas.

The initial value is on.

3 .2.3 Actions

Actions do not change operations or sv¡itch settings.
rrUnusedrr action (14)

This menu option is not used at present, and so no action occurs.

rrChange beep count" action (15)

As beeping can be annoying to others
provision for reducing the beep count
selected you will be asked to enter a
Figure 3 shows the effect of varying
setting is a beep count of 1.

in the digitising room there
! When this menu option is
beep count betvreen 0 and 3.

the beep count. The initial

1S

Beep
count

Actual number of beeps

Digitise Start a Finish
a node line a line Error

3

2

1

0

2
1

0

2
1

0
0

1

0
0

0

1

0

0
0

Number of beeps forFigure 3: various beep counts.
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"Print node and l-ine inforr action (16)

This action causes information about node and line relationships (as
stored in the IND file) to be printed. This option is normally only
used by a programmer, rather than a user, for debugging purposes.

"Update filesrr action (17)

L9

This action causes the files to be updated
program. It is recommended that it be done
digitising. Thus, if a crash occurs at any
hour's work v¡il-l be lost.

rrChange documentil action (18)

on disk r.rithout exiting the
after about half an hourrs
time, less than half an

This action a1lov¡s the minimum and maxímum X and Y values and the
control points of the document to be redefined. Thus, it allows the
document to be changed without exiting the program. If the new document
is a graphic document, all nodes and l-ines previously digitised are all
deleted (see requests 4 to 8 of section 3.1).

rrChange tolerances" action (19)

This action allov¡s the tolerances to be changed, ie, distance to nodes,
Iine compression distance, and distance between duplicate lines are all
requested (see requests 9 to 11 of section 3.1).

"Finish digitisingrr action (20)

This action causes a tidy exit from the digitising program. It updates
the files before ending the program. The current operatj-on, switch
settings and toLerance values are lost.
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1___lll]_:l::""'G PR'GRAMS

Post-processing includes such operations as transforming a database,
merging two databases together, compressing a database, obtaining a
subset of a database, and creating a link file of regions.

The transformation program takes a TRACE database and transforms the
coordinates, êg, rotate the coordinates, stretch in one direction, or
convert from National Yard Grid to the metric NZ Map Grid. A utility
grid conversion program is provided for obtaining the coordinate val-ues
of a point in a different grid system.

The merge program combines tv¡o databases together, or it can be used to
compress a database or create a subset.

The link program is used to link the lines to form entities, such as
regions.

1=1==lïl::::::::::=!:::::I
The transformation program takes a database and transforms the
coordinates of the data to create a ne\.¡ database. Data can be
transformed from the National Yard crid (NYG) to the metric NZ Map Grid
(NZMG); from NZMG to NYG; from l-atitude/longitude to NZMG; or by a
user-defined linear transformatj-on using four control points.

To access the transformation program see appendix A. The follovring
parameters will then be requested:

1) Enter name of the input database:

Enter the name of the TRACE database to be transformed.
Example: S93A
Default: - (compulsory parameter)

2) Enter name of output database:

Enter the name of the new TRACE database v¡hich is to hold the
transformed data.

Example: S93B
Default: Same name as the input database

3) Enter the transformation option (N, M, L, C),

Enter the option to be applied. The options are:
N = Transform NYG into NZMG. If this option is selected the

program will continue at step 4.
M = Transform NZMG into NYG. If this option is selected the

program will continue at step 4.
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= Transform latitude/Iongitude into NZMG. It is assumed that the
X values are eastings, ie, positive longitude numbers (eg,
I12.333), and the Y values are northings, ie, negative latitude
numbers (eg, '43.75). If they are not in this format, then
transform them first using option C of this transformation
program. If option L is sel-ected the program will begin the
lrans formation immediatel-y.

= Transform coordinates from one coordinate system to a new one
using a linear transformation defined by four control- points.
If this option is selected the program vrill contj-nue at step 5.

Example: N

Default: C

If option N or M is selected ...
4) Enter the isl-and (S or N):

Enter S if the data l-ie in the South Island, or N if they lie in
the North Isl-and. The island is required because the National Yard
Grid differs between the two i-slands. The transformation v¡i1l take
place when this step is comPleted.

Example: N

Defaul-t: S

If option C is sel-ected ...

Enter the coordinates of four points in the old coordinate system
in cl-ockwise order. The points do not have to form a rectangle,
but should be clearly identifiable with the four requested
positions.

Example: 0 0

0 100000
100000 100000
100000 0

Default: - (compulsorY Parameter)

6) Enter the coordinates of the 4 control points

, Y2)
¡nter the top right Point (X3, Y3)
EnEèr the bottom right point (X4, Y4)

Enter a pair of coordinates (in the new coordinate system) for each
control point or just press the RETURN/ENTER key if the coordínates
are the same as given in brackets (X1,Y1, etc), which are taken
from the old coordinates specified in step 5. The old and the new
coordinates are used to define the transformation to be applied to
convert the nodes and lines in the input database(s) to the new
coordinate system of the output database. The transformation wilI

2I

5) Enter 4 control points in old coordinates
Enter controÌ point at bottom left
Enter control point at toP left

Enter control- point at bottom right
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when this step is completed.
00
0 200000
100000 200000
100000 0
old coordinate values

take place
Example:

Default:

! =? = =2!!!= : : :l: : : : : : = : : : :: : : = =

The grid conversion program is a utirity program primarily provided toassist in determining control point coordinates for the iñput and edit
program and merge program. It provides for the conversion from National
Yard Grid (NYG) or latitude/longitude coordinates to NZ Map Grid (NZMG),
and from NZMG to NYG. The program provides for the interactive
conversion of points - one at a time. rf you have a file of points then
it is probably easier to ensure that it is in Transfer format, then
convert it to TRACE f.ormat, carry out the grid conversion using the
transformation program (section 4.r), and finally convert back to
Transfer format.

To access the grid conversion program
parameters will then be requested:
1) Enter conversj-on option (N, U, L or

see appendix

E=end) :

A. The following

Enter N if converting from NyG
step 2.

M if converting from NZMG
step 4.

The program will continue

The program r,¡il1 continue

To NZMG.

to NYG.

at

at

L if converting from latitude/longitude to NZMG. The program
wj-Il continue at step 6.

E if you wish to end the program.
Example: N
Default: - (compulsory parameter)

If grid conversj-on option N '¿as chosen:
2) Enter island:

Enter s if the points witr be in the south rsland, else enter N.
Example: S

Default: S

3) Enter Nat Grid X and y values (or 0 0 to end):

Enter the easting and northing of a point on the NyG (in the selectedisrand). The coordinates of the point on the NZMG wilr then be
disprayed. You will then be asked to enter your next point. rf you
have no more NYG points enter 0 0 to return to step f).

Example: 500000 260800
Default: - (compulsory parameter)
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If grid conversion option M r.ras chosen:
4) Enter island:

Enter S if the points will be in the South Island, else enter N.
Example: S

Default: S

5) Enter Metric Grid X and Y values (or 0 0 to end):

Enter the easting and northing of a point on the NZMG (in the
selected island). The coordinates of the point on the NYG will then
be displayed. You v¡il-l- then be asked to enter your next point. If
you have no more NZMG points enter 0 0 to return to step 1).

Example z 2624991 6004966
Default: - (compulsory parameter)

If grid conversion option L was chosen:
6) Enter Latitude (south) and Longitude (east) values (or 0 0 to end):

Enter, in degrees, the latitude (south is positi-ve) and the longitude
of a point. The coordinates of the point on the NZMG v¡iII then be
displayed. You wilL then be asked to enter your next point. If you
have no more points enter 0 0 to return to step 1).

Example ¿ 43.75 172.3333
Default: - (compulsory parameter)

Note: in some instances, converting from NYG to NZMG, and vice versa,
may not produce an accurate result because of changed positioning
resulting from differences arising from updating and remapping.

23
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1=1==ïï:=::::::l

The merge program takes two databases and merges them together .to form
one database. This is done by simul-ating the input and edit program,
but with input from the databases rather than the digitiser. First the
nodes are created by taking the nodes from database 1 then from database
2, Then the lines are created by taking the lines from database 1 and
then from database 2. Duplicate nodes and lines are automatically
deleted.

As a special case the second database need not be specified, in which
case database 1 is merged v¡ith itself. This would be done to split lines
with nodes that had been digitised after lines had been dígitised
without using the split line operation; or to apply dífferent tolerances
or a new compression; or to create a subset of a database.

To access the merge program see appendix A. The following parameters
wilI then be reguested:

1) Enter name of input database 1:

Enter the name of the first input database.
Example ¿ SI2A
Default: - (compulsory parameter)

2) Enter name of input database 2:

Enter the name of the second input database. If the first input
database is to be merged v¡ith itself then just press RETURN/ENTER.

Example: S128
Default: No second input database so merge input database 1 v¡ith

itse 1f

3) Enter name of output database '

Enter the name of the database which will contain the result of
merging databases 1 and 2. It must differ from the two input
databases.

Example ¿ SI2C
Default: - (compulsory parameter)

4) Enter the X & Y minimum and X & Y maximum:

Enter four numbers specifying the minimum X and Y values and
maximum X and Y values or just press RETURN/ENTER. These values
define the edge of an imaginary document to be merged. only nodes
and points inside (or on) this edge will appear in the output
database. Nodes and points will not be snapped to the edge.
À warning will be issued if there is at least one intermediate
point outside the document edge.

Example: 90000 600000 290000 750000
Default: calculate the minimum and maximum values from nodes.
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Entef a number giving the number of X units per millimetre.
Thi,s value is used tã convert the toferances (distance to nodes,

compression distance and.duplicate line distance) from
millimetres to the units of the data'

Example:69.3 ( = number of yards per millimetre on a 1:63360
NZI'Í S1 maP )

Default: - (comPulsorY Parameter)

Enter the Y scale (units/mm) 
'

Ent.er a number giving the number of Y units per millimetre.
This value is used tã convert the tolerances (distance to nodes,

compression distance and duplicate line distance) from

miÌlimetres to the units of the data'
Example: 86400
Default: sâIIì€ value as the X-sca]-e

7) Enter max. distance to nodes (in mm) '

Enter a number between 0 and 10, in units of millimetres, or press

RETURN/ENTER if the default value (see appendix c) is suitabl-e'
This value is used to determine v¿hether a poi-nt is ilnearrr an

existing node. Any points within this distance of a node are
,,snappeà" to the node. Duplicate nodes will be automatically
de l-e te d.

Example ' 1.5
Default: âs specified in appendíx c for your installation.

8) Enter line compression distance (in mm) t

Enter a number between 0 and 10, in units of millimetres, or press

RETURN/ENTER if Lhe default val-ue (see appendix c) is suitable'
This is the maximum amount by vrhich a nev¡ li-ne in the output
database can differ from an old line in an input database '

ExamPle : 0.2
Default: as specified in appendix c for your instaLlation.

9) Enter max. distance between duplicate lines (in mm):

Enter a value between 0 and 10, in millimetres, or press
RETURN/ENTER if the default val-ue (see appendix c) is suitable'
Tvro lines v¡ith the same start and end nodes will be considered
duplicate l-ines if their average separation is l-ess than this
distance. rhe later one wilI ì¡e auitomaticaJ-Iy dclcted'

ExamPIe : 1 .0
Default: as specified in appendix c for your installation.

25
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10) Enter interpolation distance (in mm):

.Enter a value betvreen 0 and 10, in milrimetres. A distance of 0
means apply no interpolation. rf interpolation is to be applied
then it should probably be the same as the rrdistance to nodesr.Interpolation is required if the data has nev¡ nodes part way alonglines which are to be merged in. New points are intãrpolated
between the points of eacÀ line, using straight-line
interpolation, so that the maximum distance between points is thespecified interpolation distance. The interporated points areonly used to ensure the lines snap to the nodes; they are not
s tored.

Example: 1.5
Default: 0 (no interpolation)

11) Do you v¡ant duplicate nodes to del-ete ori-ginar nodes ?

Enter Yes (y) or No (N).
are duplicated v¿i11 cause
nodes to be deleted. Any
also be deleted. If No is
will be deleted.

Example: Y
Default: No

If Yes is specified then any nodes v¡hich
both the duplicate and the original
lines which meet at these nodes will
specified then only the duplicate node

Enter Yes (Y) or No (N). rf yes is specified then any lines v¡hich
are duplicated will cause both the dupricate and the originallines to be dereted. rf No is specified then only the dúplicateline will be deleted.

Example: Y
Default: No

licate de Ie te
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4.4 Link Program
=================

The link program takes a database of nodes and lines and creates a li-nk

file. This file contains lists of l-ine numbers v¡hich are the lines v¡hich

constitute entities (eg, regions), in clocklise order around each

entity. The entities ín tnã file are ordered on their mihimum node

y-coordinates. Entities vrith identical minimum node Y-coordinates are

then further ordered on their minimum node X-coordinates '

Linkj-ngisdonebystartingvliththefirstlineinthedatabase,
follovring along the lj-ne to trre end node, then hunting around the node

in an anticlockwise direction to find the next line, then follovring that
Iine to the next node. This is repeated until the process gets back to

the beginning. Then the next entity is similarJ-y Linked, and so on'

This method means that a region v¡ith an internal region v¡il-I be

correctly Iinked if there ís an internal stem /ie, a l-ine) connecting

the inner and outer regions (see step 3 of section 6'1)'

This method of Iinking requires modification when two separated regions
(not one inside the ofher) "t" required to be linked as one region' In
this case a line (external- stem) must connect the tvro regions AND the

disjoint regions àlgorithm selected for tinking. This method uses a

different linking rú1e at nodes r^¡here an external stem meets ' The usuaÌ

rule (of hunting-round the node in an anticlockv¿ise direction to find
the next clockv¡íse line) is used at arr other nodes - incruding those

with internal stems.

Example, from figure 1:
Region 1 = lines -3, -6, -5, -4
Region 2 = lines 5, -8, -9
Region 3 = Iines 1, 2, 3

Region 4 = Lines -2, '7 , 8, 6

uote Éhat the l-ines are linked in cl-ockwise order and the regions are

numbered from bottom to top. Note also that the entity around the

outside (anticlockwise region made up of lines -1' 4' g'-7) was omitted'

To access the link program see appendix A. The following parameters

will then be requested:

1) Enter the name of the input database:

Enter the database name.
Example: S12A
Default: - (comPulsorY Parameter)

Enter yes (Y) or No (N). If Yes is entered then regions joined by an

external stem wifl be linked together to form a single region' An

external stem is a line connecting two disjoint regions (ie, which

don,t overlap), eg, tr^ro parts of á state forest separated by a wide

river. Region" "íi.n O oi negative area will not be*.kept ' If No is
entered then normal linkinq "irr take place with no special provision
for external stems.
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Example: Y
Default: No

Enter yes (y) or No (N). If No is
hanging (ie, one or both ends of a
line) are ignored.

Example: y
Default: No

specified then lines v¡hich are
line are not connected to another

the program goes through tvro
and 2) Sort the regions on their
first stage, a number of

lines coming from

250000.

4) ou v¡ant to ke entities v¡ith <= 0 area ?Do

Enter Yes (Y) or No (N). rf No is specified then anticlockç¡iseentities and entities with 0 area arã ignored. For exampre, theoutermost boundary of a set of contiguous regions v¡ir1 bèanticlockwise and is probably not wanted.
Example: Y
Default: No

When these parameters have been entered
stages: 1) Create the l-inked regions,
minimum node y-coordinates. Ouiing the
messages may occur, as follov¡s:

a) 'rWarning: No lines at node, at x y 'l

This message means that the node at (x,y) has noir.
Example: Warning: No lines at node, at 100000

b) 'rWarning: Lj-nes meet at a sharp angle at node, at x yrl
This means that tr¿o lines meet at an angre of less than 5 degrees ata node at (x'y). There is a possibilitt that the lines cross overnear the node. This should be checked (by producing a blovrn-up pJ_otaround the node), as crossed-over lines 

"ã,.r." incoriect 1inkini iooccur.
Example: warning: Lines meet at a sharp angIe, at 6500oo 234567

c) "Warning: Line L between x1 yl and x2 y2 ís hanging,,

This means that line L, between nodes at (x1,y1) and (x2,y2), is notconnected at one end to any other rine. rf hãnging rines-aie to beomitted then a message wilr arso be given sayint tñat it has beenomitted.
Example: warning: Line 20 betç¡een 120000 23764g and I2o710 239000is hanging.
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d) rrError¡ Reached max. l-ines per entity N'l

This message means that the current entity has N lines, ¡¡hich is the
maximum arlowed (see appendix c). This is a fataL error and the
program ç¡ill_ not continue linking.

Example: Error: Reached max. Iines per entity 500.

e) I'Warning: Area of entiLy N is A r¿hich is <= 0
This entity is to the right of l-ine L from x1 yl Lo x2 y2tl

This rnessage means that entity N has no area, or is anticlockr,,ise,or crosses over itself. Depending on the data, this message may be
ignored or may signify a problem in the data. rf entities v¡ith area(=0 are to be omitted then a message will also be given saying thatthe region has been omitted.

Example: warning: Area of entity 123 is -6332s.02 which is (= 0
This entity is to the right of line -638 from
116234 281980 to 115041 2796LO.

Al-1 the above error messages are warnings (except for d) and can beignored. However, they probably signify errors in the åata, and hence
shoul-d be investigated.

29
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:===::Y:ï::l=:ï::Ï:
The input and edit program creates and uses files v¡hich are in a format
most suitable for its use. However, these files are probably not
suitable for other softv¡are on the same machine , nor for transfer to
other computers. Thus, conversion programs exist to convert from TRACE

format to Transfer format and vice versa, and from TRACE format to POLAR

retrieval format. Conversion can be done for the three types of data:
nodes, Iines and entities.

Data obtained in Transfer format can be edited, using the digitiser, by
converting from Transfer format to TRACE format- When the data have

been edited they can be converted back to Transfer format and
transferred to another package or machine.

5.1 convert from Transfer format to TRACE format program
=========================================================

As explained in chapter 2, Transf,er format consists of three files:
attributes (TAT), segments (fCS), and entity index (TCI). The

conversion from Transfer format to TRACE format uses the index and
segment files. The TAT fite, if present, is ignored. The conversion
cairied out depends on whether the segments represent lines or nodes.

To access the program see appendix A. When the program has been
accessed the following parameters are requested;

1) Enter the name of the input database:

Enter the name of the input Transfer database.
Example: S12A
Default: - (comPulsorY Parameter)

2) Enter the name of the output database:

Enter the name of the output database v¡hich will be in TRACE

format.
Example: S12A
Default: SâIlìê name as the input database

3) Enter the X & Y minimum and X & Y maximum:

Enter four numbers specifying the minimum X and Y values and maximum

X and Y values of your data, or the subset of it that you want to
convert. The values do not have to be exactly correct - just as long
as they encompass Your data.

Example: 90000 600000 290000 750000
Default: the values are calculated from the data
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4) Does the TCS file consist onl-y of nodes ?

Enter Yes (Y) or No (N). If the points in the TCS file are all
nodes, reply Yes. If the segments are lines then enter No.

ExamPIe: Y
Default: No

2:_1===i?:::::=:::i=l:i::=:::i::=::=::::::::_:::i::
i::=:::11=::::ï::l_:::i1Ì_::::::i

Conversion can be done for the three types: nodes, Iines, and entities.
If nodes are specified then only the nodes are converted (and hence only
the IIrtD file is used). The index file (TCI) v¡il-l- consist of a singì-e
segment number (1). The nodes v¡il1 form a single segment in the segment
file (rcs).

If lines are specified then a segment v¡iII be formed for each 1ine. The
IND, ILN and IPT fil-es are used. The index file v¿il-I simply contain a

Iist of segment number and end-marker pairs.

If entities are specified then the link program must have been
previously used to create the ILK file. Then the segment file will
contain l-ines and the index file rqill contain the lists of line numbers
comprising each entity.

To access the program see appendix A. The follovring parameters will
then be requested:

1) Enter the name of the input database:

Enter the name of the database (vrhich is in TRACE format from which
the data v¡ill be converted).

Example: S128
Default: - (comPu1sorY Parameter)

2) Enter the name of the output database:

Enter the name of the output database which witl- contain the data in
Transfer format.

Example: S128
Default: SêIlì€ name as the input database

3 ) Enter the conversion option (T=Tr-a.nsfer-, R=POT AB )

Enter T or R. T will convert the files to Transfer format. R v¡ill
convert the files to a POLAR RCO file (for plotting, etc). This
saves having to convert to Transfer format and then. to POLAR

retrievaL format.
Example: T
Default: R
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rf the Transfer conversion option is specified then the following
further parameters ç¡ill be requested:
4) Enter the end-marker:

Enter the end-marker r¿hich signifies the end of a segment in a TCS
file. It can be any number v¡hich does not occur in the data.

Example = -999
Default: 0

5) Enter number of digits before decimal point:

Enter the number of digits before the decimal point in coordinate
values, êg,if the largest number is 99 then 2 v¡ill suffice. rf the
varues are negative then an extra digít will be required for the
minus sign. The number of digits must also be rarge enough for the
end-marker.

Example: 2
Default: 6 (as required for National yard Grid data)

6) Enter number of digits after decimal point:

Enter the number of digits after the decimal point in coordinate
values.

Example: 1

Default: 0
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6 GUIDELI¡IES FOR USING THE TRACE PROGRAMS

It is important that good records be kept of your v¡ork, so obtarn a
notebook and rule up columns for:

a) TRACE database name, eg, SI2F
b) Description v¡hich uniquely identifies the document being

digitised, eg, Part 1 of map S12.
c) Description of v¡ork to be done (eg, input; edit SI2E; merge S12D

and S12E).
d) l"finimum and maxj-mum X and Y val-ues (eg, 100000 200000 130000

240000 )
e) Tolerances: distance to nodes, compression distance, duplicate line

separation, interpoJ-ation distance (for merging)(eg, 1.5 .2 4 0)
f) X-scale and Y-scale (eg, 69.3 69.3)
S) Initials of operator
h) Date
i) Database status (eg, D=Deleted,B=Backed up)

It is also important that a sensible convention be adopted for naming
TRACE databases. The folJ-or^ring is recommended, assuming the maximum file
name length is 6 characters:

Characters 1-4 identify the document, eg, sI23
Character 5 identifies the edit version, eg, S1234, S123B,...
Character 6 identifies the type of the database when converted to

POLAR retrieval format (eg, for plotting)
eg, P = Point database, L = Line database; eg, S123ÀL

Characters 1-4 may be further broken doln to identify which part of a
map and which overlay v¡ithin the document, êg,

Characters l-2 identify the map
Character 3 identifies which part of the map
Character 4 identifies the overlay (eg, F = Fencel-ines database,

R = Roads database, S = Streams database).

9_1__?tet:l:1te_::9_:31:1le_:_3:::i:"

Reference is made to POLAR (see ?OLAR Users Manual) for plotting data
and matching descriptions to regions.

1."Divide your map or sheet of paper into a number of documents so that
each document fits on the digitiser platen, and the numbers of
entities (regions), Lines and nodes don't exceed the maxima for your
installation (see appendix C).

2. Optionally, emphasise all the nodes by circling them or simil-ar.
This can be especial-ly useful along document edges and v¡hen nodes are
sparse.

3. If the l-ines in your database are later to be linked to form regions,
then each internal region shou1d be connected to the external region

2)
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containing it. This is done by putting in a line from the internal
region boundary to the external region boundary and digitising it.
Then subsequent linking wil-l- correctry tink the regions for area
cal-culations and overJ_aying.

carry out the initialisation steps of the input and edit program and
note the details (tolerances, scales, etc) in your notebook.

Digitise the data as follov¡s:
a) Uark off v¡ith a red pencil a section of your document, êg,

40 lines.
b) Digitise the nodes inside the section.
c) Digitise the lines inside the section. cross off each l-ine

after it is digitised.
Repeat steps a) to c) untiÌ the document is completed.

Check the data by plotting. As there is no hard-copy plotting
facility in TRACE, the data must be converted to a format which can
be accessed by some protting package. rn this description the
assumed package is POLAR. The follovring steps should be done:

a) Convert the lj-nes to POLAR retrieval format and initialise the
POLAR database as a line database.

b) optj-onally, convert the nodes to poLAR retrieval format and
initialise the POLAR database as a point database.

c) tlot the lines and, optionalJ_y, the nodes.
d) Check the pIot, and if errors are present go back to step 4

above and edit the errors by deleting and re-digitising, etc.
Lines can be redone vrithout explicitly deleting them, by
re-digitising them and, when a duplicate Line is detected,
choosing the old line for deletion.

Note: it may be useful to create a command procedure which combines
a), b) and c) into the one command, as it ís a process done
often.

When the data are correct, link the lines to form regions, if
required. rf any errors occur, go back to step 4 and edit them.

The database is now complete and shourd be backed up. The data can
now be converted to POLAR retrieval or Transfer format for use by
other software. rf descriptions have to be added then continue to
step 9.

Before descriptions can be added, the number of each region must be
known. To find them:

a) Convert the regions to POLAR retrieval format and initialise as
a region database.

b) Extend (using the poLAR extend speciar program) the database
to create an attribute NUMBER.

c) Extend the database again to create an attribute GENTRE.
d) Plot the database, with regions protted as rines (coordinate

output value of 'L' ) , text position attribute of CENTRE, and
plotting attribute of NUMBER.

Note that the algorithm used in (c) to compute the region centres
finds the centre of mass which may not be inside the region.

4.

5.

8.
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10. Using a text editor or form input package enter the descriptions,
in order of number, in one of the follovring formats:
a) the POLAR RAT file, ie, one line per attribute val-ue, with a

# character separating records.
b) the Transfer TAT file, ie, the attribute values occupy set

columns in each line.
If it is not feasible to enter the descriptions in order of number
then enter them in one of the follovring formats:

c) the Transfer TAT file, including the region number in the
description. Then sort the records by region number:

(i) using your system's sort package, oF
(ii) by converting to a POLAR text database and, using the

POLAR print program, printing the data to a file,
specifying NUMBER as the first attribute.

the format required for the POLAR extend Lookup program, ie, the
old value is the region number, and the nev¡ value is the new
attribute (eS, the new attribute could be the vrhole description
and then the individual- attributes could be created as partiaJ-
attributes through the extend program).
centroid is available for each description then another method

create a temporary POLAR point database along r+ith descriptions '
Overlay the point database on to the digitised regJ-on database
to get the region number corresponding to each description, and
then method d) can be used.
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d)

If a
is:

e)

Method a) is recommended. If the data are not in number order, then
method c) (ii) is recommended. For a), b) and c) remember to
re-initialise or edit the RHE file.

6.2 Ensuring nodes and lines common to two databases coincide
== ======== = == =================== ========== ============ = == = == ==

6.2.I Neither database yet exists:

Two adjacent documents usually have lines rvhich cross thei-r common edge.
If the documents are to be digitised together into the one database then
no problems should arise over al-ignment, provided the documents have
been prepared with reasonable care so that snapping to nodes wiLl match
the ends of lines. SimilarJ-y, if the tv¡o documents are digitised as
two separate databases and subsequently merged, there shouLd be no
problems, as snapping of nodes and deleting of duplicate lines r^¡ill
àutomatically octlr. Hovrever, if there are tv¡o documents to be digitised
sëparately but which must have coincident nodes or l-ines, and they are
not to be merged together, then the folLorving method is recommended:

a) determine the common sections of l-ines and, on one of the
documents, place nodes at their ends if there are none al-ready;

b) digitise all the nodes and lines of the common sections;
c) take a copy of this common database and use it as the start for

each of the two required databases.
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6.2.2 One database already exists:

rf the new database, once digitised, is to be merged with the existing
database then nothing needs to be done, as matchiÀg of nodes and
removing duplicate lines is done automatically. ri, however, they areto remain unmerged then a common database can be formed by:a) Digitising the nodes at the ends of common sections ãf lines, if

necessary, and merging them vrith the existing database A to form
database B.

b) Then, if the common nodes or lines are in a vertical or horizontalÌine, merge database B with itself, specifying minimum and maximum
X and Y coordinates so that only the common nodes and lines are inthe output database C. If the common nodes and lines are not in avertical or horizontal line then an output database of the commonsection can.be formed by deleting alr the non-common nodes (andlines). This can be facilitated by plotting database B at a scale
vrhich enables the whole plot to sit on the digitiser platen. Then,
del-ete all unv¡anted nodes and lines on the ptãt, using a reasonably
crude snapping di.stance to nodes. This v¡ill leave a ãatabase withthe common lines in it, to be used as the basis for the new
database.

6.2.3 Both databases already exist:

rf the databases are to be merged then the merge program will
automatically match nodes and remove duplicate lines. rr they are notto be merged then the process in 6.2.2 should be followed. The commondatabase can then be merged (as input database 1) vrith the second
database (as input database 2). Thus, nodes v¡i1r be repositioned andIines replaced.

3=3==lll::::::=:::l:=::lI9:::

spatiar data in the form of whole polygons have each line betveenadjacent polygons recorded twice. To remove these double lines, digitiseall the nodes and merge the node database with the whole polygon
database. This will cause the dupJ_icate lines to be automãt:_ããttydeleted (assuming they are close enough together). The polygons can bere-formed by linking.
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l=1==ll13::3=:::=::::=::=:=i:1ry::_::_l:19:l_::_:_lÏ:

The input and edit program can be used to find areas and lengths by
ensuring the rtdisplay line j-nformation" switch is on. Areas are
caÌculated for aÌl rines by connecting the ends of a line with a
straight line and cal-culating the area of the resulting pólygon. Thus,
the area of a porygon can be found by digitising it as a siñg1e ì_ine,
ie, v¡ith coincident start and end nodes. If areas are to be in hectares
the control points shourd be given in decametres (multipres of 10
metres), as 1 square decañetre = t hectare. rf lengths are to be in
metres the control points should be given in metres. Digitising whole
polygons can be facil-itated by svritching on the rrautomatically create
start nodes'r (AUTNOD) svritch.

1=l==l3ll::3=!:::=::=:=1::::=:::::: "
There is no need to redigitise a v¡hole (large) boundary if only a part
of it needs to be changed. Just digitise the part(s) in error ãnd merge
the part(s) database with the large boundary database.

6.6 OverJ-aying tvro databases

rf you need to overlay two region databases so that nev¿ regions are
formed:

a) tlot database 1 in one colour and plot the other database
in another col-our on top of it.

b) Highlight the nodes v¡here tv¡o colours cross.
c) create a node database by digitising the highrighted nodes.
d) Merge the nodes with database 1, and then merge the resultant

database with database 2.
e) The new database shou1d be plotted and checked for sliver regions

(regions which are very narro\.r; caused by overlaying two lines
which are meant to be identical but which have been digitised
separately and hence differ slightry). sliver regi-ons can be
removed by editing or redoing the second merge with a larger
distance between duplicate lines, and possibly a Ìarger distance
to nodes.

f) Link the final- database to form the new regions.
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ï!:T::=1===ï::::Ï9-:!:-1li::-tI: g:1i:

The programs are accessed by entering:
TRACE aaa

vrhere aaa is a code consisting of 1 to 3 characters r+hich specify a
program. The codes are:

ODP Display program menu
ODD Display digitiser menu
OPP Print program menu
OPD Print digitiser menu
OPA Print the latest version of these appendices
1 Convert from Transfer format to TRACE format
2 Run the Input & Edit program
3M Merge databases
3T Transform a database
4 Link lines to form regions
5N convert nodes from TRACE format to Transfer format
5L convert lines from TRACE format to Transfer format
5R convert regions from TRACE format to Transfer format6 Grid conversion utility

eg. TRACE OPP v¡ill print the program menu

40
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Appendix B: Operating the digitiser

This version is for a PDP 1)./23 using TSX-PIus, at the Hydrology Centre,
I'linistry of Works and Development, Christchurch. It uses a Numonics
2200 dígitiser connected by a serial interface operating at 2400 baud.
A device-handler is install-ed in the TSX operating system and acts
betvreen the input & edit program and the digitiser.

The digitiser is operated as follov¡s:

POINT digitising is done by pressing button 2 or 8 on the cursor.

SWITCH STREAM digitising is done by pressing button 1 and keeping it
depressed v¡hil-e follovring the line to be digitised. If your finger
aches after a v¡hil-e v¿hen using this method then use continuous stream
digitising !

CONTII{UOUS STREAM digitising is done by pressing button 4 on the cursor.
It is not necessary to keep button 4 depressed whil-e following the l-ine
to be digitised. Points v¡ill be sent continuously to the computer until
button 1, 2 or 8 is pressed. NOTE: Remember to stop the points being
sent at the end of a line !

The A and B switches on the side of the digitiser shoul-d be in the
follovring positions 

'

A-1 Down Point mode on
A-2 Up Stream mode off
A-3 Up Increment mode off
A-4 Dovrn Switch stream mode on
A-5 Up English/Metric mode = Metric
A-6 Down Absolute/Increment value = Absolute
A.-7 Up Packed Binary = of
À-8 Up PolÌed = off
B-1 Down Send carriage Return
B-2 Up No line feed
B-3 Down Parity on
B-4 Do"/n Odd Parity
B-5 Down 1 Stop Bit
8-6 Down Beep every time a cursor button is pressed
B-1 Down XON/XOFF enabled
B-8 Up Not diagnosing itself!

4T
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1!::::l:=!:===llil::=:::=:::::=
The number of databases is limited by the space available on the
computer disk drives. The following limits apply to each database.

a
b
c
d
e
f.
g
h

Maximum number of entities, E = 350
l"taximum number of lines (3*E) = 1050
Maximum number of lines per entity = 500
Maximum number of nodes (2*E) = 700
Maximum number of iritermediate points = 32760
Maximum number of intermediate points per line = 32760
Maximum number of lines per node = 13
Maximum number of 4 or môre -$¡ay nodes = 80
(count 1 for 4-vay nodes , 2 for S-way nodes,....)
Size of digitiser platen (and hence maxj-mum size of documents)
= 50cm x 50cm.

Digitiser platen scale = .01 mm/digitiser unit
Accuracy to which coordinates are stored = 7 significant figures

The following default values apply to the fnput & Edit program
and the l[erge program:
a) Oistance to nodes = 1.5mm
b) Line compressisn distance = 0.2mm
c) Ouplicate line separation distance = 1.Omm

?k**7k**)r(/srr(?!(* END OF TRACE USERS MANUAL *********)¡(**

i)

i)
k)
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INTRODUCTION

POLAR is a computer package designed primarily for processing spatial
data and its associated descriptive information. It has many of the
features of a conventional database management system, such as selected
retrieval- and sorted tabul-ar output. It also has spatial features, such
as map output and map overJ-ay, and additional features, such as a
modelling capability. It does not have any data entry facilities.

The softv¡are has been developed at the Hydrology Centre of the
Ministry of Works and Development in Christchurch. It is v¡ritten in a
portable manner using the FORTRAN computer language. This has enabled
the package to be implemented on PDP 11, VAX, IBM PC and fBM mainframe
computers, using a variety of different graphics output devices. The
minimum configuration for an install-ation to be abLe to use POLAR is:

64KB of memory
5l'lB of disk space
a keyboard and terminal
a graphics output device
a FORTRAN compj-ler

POLAR has been designed to be general purpose, in that it is not
specific to any particular set of data. It can handte POint, Line
And Region data (hence the name POLAR), based on any rectangular
coordinate system. The associated descriptive informati-on is stored
in a character format, and there are no restrictions on what can be
stored. To date, appJ-ications of POLAR have incl-uded: Iand resource,
watershed, water quality, tovrn and country planning, and population
census data. The data need not have a spatial component, as POLAR
can be used just for its non-spatial- features.

POLAR has been designed so that data can be easily transferred in and
out for use v¡ith other packages. The emphasis is on therrretrievalrl
aspect of spatial data processing, leaving "input and edit'r to other
packages such as LADEDA and the sister package of POLAR called TRACE
(see Part 1 - TRACE Users Manual). Coordinate data can be entered
through a digitiser using TRÀCE. The descriptive information can be
entered using standard text editors or data entry packages.

The remainder of this chapter introduces an example v¡hich is used to
il-lustrate the material in the other chapters, and it discusses the key
concepts used in POLAR. Chapter 2 details the data formats of the POLAR
files and chapter 3 gives the syntax of the individual POLAR programs.
The appendices describe the installation dependent parameters, such as
plotting styJ-es, data limits, etc. The appendices are available as a
supplement to this manual, and there is a separate set for each
installation. The appendices to this manual are for the PDp 7I/23
at the Hydrology Centre, Christchurch.
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1.1 Example

A totally arbitrary example has been chosen to illustrate the formats
and syntax of POLAR. The example is about a family of polar bears. The
bears make use of deserted igJ-oos and folLow safe tracks between the
igloos in their hunt for food. The nature and availability of the food
supply varies betvreen the different territories that the bears roam.
Being avid cartographers the bears have produced a map of this
information (see figure 1).

To help determine the best places to hunt, best tracks to use and best
igloos to stay in, the bears used POLAR. They digitised their map and
entered relevant descriptive information to produce four databases:

1) An IGLOOS (point) database with the location of each igloo, its
identification code, and size.

2) A TRACKS (line) database v¡ith the coordinates of each track, its
identification number, which igloos the track goes between, and the
track condition.

3) A TERRIToRIES (region) database with the coordinates of
boundary of each territory, i-ts identification number, the
food it contained, and its Ievel of supply.

4) A BEARS (text) database with no coordinate information,
the name, age, weight, and favourite food of each bear.

the
type of

but with

The bears have layed out the descriptive information for each of
these databases in a separate table (see table 1).
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3:1---lli9::-ll1:

The (retrieval) header file (.RHE) stores information about a POLAR
database. It is compulsory for all databases.

2.I.I FiIe structure

FiIe type ! sequential
characte r
variable J-ength lines (maximum length 80 characters)

FiIe format:
Line 1 = data type of a database
Line 2 = conversion factor to mm

Line 3 = number of records (m)
Line 4 = number of attributes (n)
Block 1 = specification for attribute 1

Block n = specification for attribute n

Where each block consists of the follovring 2 lines:
Line 1 = name of attribute i
Line 2 = maximum length of attribute i

Example: (IGLOOS.RHE)
POINT - IGLOOS DATABASE
1000 .0
7

2

IGLOO- ÏD
1

STZE
5

2.I.2 Notes on file contents

Data can be lost if there is incorrect information in the header file.
Àny attribute values in the (retrieval) attribute fite which are longer
than the maxj-mum length will be truncated back to the maximum length
when a POLAR program creates a ne\{ attribute file. Similar1y, any
records after the mrth record v¡ilI not be used by any POLAR program.

For the data type on line 1 of this file, only the fírst character is
considered and the remainder of the line is treated as a comment. The
first character should be T for TEXT databases, P for POINT databases,
L for LINE databases, and R for REGION databases.
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The conversion factor is the number needed to convert the unit length
in your coordinate system to millimetres (eg, 9L4.4 for yards,
1000.0 for metres, etc). It is only used in plotting, so if you do not
intend to do any plotting it does not matter what the number is.

Attribute names may contain any chafacters except blank, semicolon,
period, left bracket, right bracket, single quote or double quote. Lov¡er
case characters are automatically converted to upper case characters for
attribute names. The maximum attríbute lengths may not exceed a value
of 80. They are used ü¡hen converting to or from the transfer format to
determine the posítion of attribute values in the transfer attribute
file.
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t=:1====!!!:1-l:::=:11::

The (retríeval) attribute file (.RAT) stores the attribute values
for a POLAR database. rt is required for al1 databases, except those
çrhich have no attributes.

2.2.I File structure

File type: sequential
character
variabl-e length lines (maximum length g0 characters)

File format:
Block 1 = attribute values for record 1

Block m = attribute values for record m

Where each block consists of the following lines:
Line0=#
Line 1 = value of attribute 1

Line n = value of attribute n

Example, (totoos.RAT)
+
A
small
*
B

big
#
c
bis
+
D

big
#
E

sma11
+
F

big'
#
G

smalI
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2.2.2 Notes on file contents

Attribute values may contain any characters, and upper and l-ov¡er case
characters are treated as distinct. Attribute values can vary in
length betvreen records and can have a length of 0 (ie, a nul-I value).
Trailing bl-anks do not have to be stored and are automatically removed
v¡hen a POLAR program creates a new attribute file.

The meaning of the character positions within an attribute shouJd be
the same for all records. For instance, the FOOD attribute contains
two pieces of information: the dominant and sub-dominant foods. The
sub-dominant food is alvrays recorded in character positions 7 to 11.
This means that a bl-ank has to be inserted after the dominant food
when it is FISH, to ensure that everything lines up. This alLov¿s the
sub-dominant food to be referenced (eg, select al-l records v¡ith
FooD(7,11) = 'CHIPS'). Note that for numeric data, it is not
necessary for the numbers to line up and any preceding blanks or
zeros in a number are ignored,

2.2.3 Transfer file

The transfer attribute file (.TAT) is an alternative version of the
(retrieval) attribute file. It is used for transfer of data to or from
POLAR.

File type: sequential
charac te r
fixed length lines (80 characters)

Fil-e format:
Line 1 = comment
Líne 2 = totaL length of al-I attributes
Block 1 = attribute val-ues for record 1

Bl-ock m = attribute values for record m

Where each bl-ock consists of as many lines as are required to
contain all the characters for a single record. Every l-ine, other
than the final line of a block, must be 80 characters J-ong. Any
extra characters on the final- Iine are ignored.

Example, (ICI-OOS.TAT)
IGLOOS DATABASE (THIS LINE TS THE COMMENT)
6

Àsma11
Bbig
cbiq
Dbig
Esmall-
Fbiq
Gsmall

11
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2.3 Coordinate files

The (retrieval) coordinate fil-e (.Rco) stores the coordinate pairs
that describe the points, lines or regions for a POLAR database. It
is required for al-l databases, except TEXT databases

2.3.L File structure

File type: sequential
binary
fixed length lines (2 x 4 byte reals)

File format:
a) for POINT databases
Line 1 = (X,Y) coordinate pair for record 1

Line m = (X,Y) coordinate pair for record m

b) for LINE or REGION databases
Block 1 = list of (X,Y) coordinate pairs for record 1

Block m = list of (i,v) coordinate pairs for record m

Where each block consists of the following lines:
Line 0 = p (number of coordinate pairs), dummy (ignored)
Line 1 = (X1,y1)

Line p = (xp,Yp)

Example: (cannot be shown as the data is in binary)

2.3.2 Notes on file contents

OnIy a limited amount of checking is done on the contents of the
coordinate file. Cross-overs in regions are not checked for, nor are
overlaps between records. Cross-overs affect area and centre
calculations, and overlaps affect operations that grid the data (ie,
plotting to a raster device and overlaying), in that a grid square can
only ever hold one value. Regions do not have to be adjacent and can
be recorded either in a clockwise or an anti-clockwise direction.
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2.3.3 Transfer f il-es

The transfer coordinate files are an alternative version of the
(retrievaJ-) coordinate fiIe. There are tvro transfer coordinate files:
the index file (.TcI) and the segment file (.TcS). A seEnent is a
sequence of coordinate pairs defining some part (or all-) of a line
or a region. The index fil-e contains lists of segment numbers (one
l-ist per record), and the segment file contains lists of coordinate
pairs (one 1i-st per segment). Thus there is a three leveI hierarchy,
v¡ith each record (l-ine or region) comprising a number of segments,
and each segirnent comprising a number of coordinate pairs. For
points, tlie files are processed as for l-ines and regions, except
that each coordinate pair corresponds to a single record.

2.3.3.1 Index file

File type: sequential
cha rac te r
variabl-e length lines (maximum length 80 characters)

File format:
Line 1 = comment
Lj-ne 2 = end of record marker number
Block 1 = Iist of segment numbers for record 1

Block m = Iist of segment numbers for record m

Where each block contains the following: a list of 1 or more segment
numbers and an end of record marker (0 is recommended as there can'
never be a segment number 0 and hence there can be no ambiguity). The
segment number indicates the position of the segment in the segment
file. Negative segment numbers mean that the segment is traversed in
the reverse direction. Consecutive segments must start and end with the
same coordinate pair.

Example : (TERRITORY.TcI)
TERRITORY DATABÀSE INDEX F]LE (THIS LINE IS THE COMMENT)

0
I23450

-47860
-8 10 11 12 9 0

-r2 14 13 0
-3 15 -18 -10 -7 0
-1 16 17 0

- 11 18 19 -1.4 0

-2 -I7 20 -15 0

13
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2.3.3.2 Segrnent f i1e

File type: sequential
cha rac te r
variabl-e length lines (maximum length 80 characters)

FiIe format:
Line 1 = comment
Line 2 = end of record marker number
Block 1 = Iíst of coordinate pairs for segrnent 1

Bl-ock s = l-ist of coordinate pai-rs for segment s

hlhere each block contains the follovring: a list of 1 or more (X,y)
coordinate pairs and an end of record marker.

Example, (TERRITORY.TCS)
TERRITORY DATABASE SEGMENT FILE (THTS LINE IS THE COMMENT)

-999
1530 6610 2240 8040 2950 8730 32LO 9270
3880 10250 4070 LO470 -999
4070 LO470 4400 10560 5060 11060 5290 10670
-999
5290 10670 5300 10360 5430 9920 6250 8630
6650 7770 6820 7260 6910 6630 -999
6910 6630 6840 .6350 6850 5160 7070 4650
7320 3560 7670 2980 7870 2570 -999
7810 2570 '7540 2230 6910 LI20 6630 800
6300 740 6110 810 5660 L420 5440 1630
5250 1670 5150 1640 4940 1330 4730 910
4530 750 4370 710 4150 'Ì60 3830 1000
3630 1350 3400 1620 2630 23IO 2280 2780
t820 3L20 1500 3510 1340 44LO 1330 4950
1600 5980 1530 6610 -999
9210 3280 8670 3290 8390 3110 8040 2800
7810 2510 -999
6910 6630 7310 6650 8070 7240 8440 7450
9140 7550 9360 7500 -999
9360 7500 9400 6590 9480 6050 9440 5870
9200 5460 9L40 5060 8920 4650 8910 4500
9230 3750 9360 3540 9270 3280 -999

15240 6240 14990 5970 13910 4670 L2750 3620
12010 2840 11760 2380 11400 1820 11140 15?0
10940 1510 10700 1530 10520 1610 10330 1850
9760 2830 9270 3280 -999
9360 7500 9780 8240 9960 9530 -999
9960 9530 10450 10380 10890 10660 11040 10840

11230 rL260 rr420 11500 12090 12750 -999
and so on
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POLAR PROGRAMS

Each POLAR operation is performed by a separate program. The manner
in which a particul-ar POLAR program is identified and initiated is
instal-l-ation-dependent (see appendix A). Each program has its ov¡n
parameters which are prompted for, and these are described in
sections 3.1 to 3.8. Many of the basic parameters are common to
several- programs and are described ín section 3.9.

Having initiated a particular POLAR program, the prompts (numbered and
underlined in this manual) vril1 appear on the screen in the order
stated. After you have responded to all- the prompts by entering the
required parameters, the program will perform its operation and indicate
a successful completion. Should you make an ERROR in entering a

parameter you vrill be re-prompted for that parameter. If there is a

FATAL ERROR (such as a data format error) the program v¡ilJ abort. A

WARNING is issued v¡hen there is an error from v¡hich the program will
attempt to recover, or as an informatory message.

Most parameters have default val-ues which are used if you enter
nothing (ie, just press the RETURN/ENTER key). The general rule is
that the default is to do nothing. The default for numeric prompts
is usually 0 and the default for yes/no questions is always no.
Entering nothing is also used as a mechanism for terminating
indefinite lists or sequences.

The POLAR programs can be classified into three groups: the
rrlnitialiseil and "Convertrr programs set up a database and must be
used prior to any other programs; the rrPf otrr and 'rPrintil programs
generate graphic and tabular output from existing databases; and the
rrExtendrr , "Subset", I'Append'r and "Compress'r programs create new
databases from existing databases.

L5
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1_1____1lt:t:11::__::::::i

This program creates the .RHE file containing the database header
information (see section 2.L.2). It must be run first before a database
can be used. The next step is generally to create the .RAt and/or the

The prompts are:

1) Enter output database:

Enter the name of the new database (eg, IGLOOS). See section 3.9.1 for
the limits on name length.

Default: compulsory

2) Enter data type:

Enter the data type and optional comment (eg, POINT - IGLOOS DATABASE).
The data type is a single character code: T for TEXT databases, P for
POINT databases , L for LINE databases and R for REGION databases.

Default: compulsory

3) Enter conversion factor:

Enter the conversion.factor to millimetres for any coordinate data
for this database (eg, 1000.0).

Default: compulsory

4) Enter number of records:

Enter the number of records you initially intend to have in this
database (eg, 7).

Default: 0

5) Enter number of attributes:

Enter the number of attributes that you initially intend to have in this
database (eg, 2). Tf you have no attributes, this is the last parameter.

Default:0

6) Enter name of attribute i,

Enter the name of attribute i (eg, IGLOO-ID).
Default: compuLsory

7) Énter maximum length of attribute i:

Enter the maximum length of attribute i (eg, 1). If there are more
attributes, the program will return to step 6.

Default:0
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1:3====!::::::==::::::i:

These programs convert the attribute or coordinate data betr.+een the
retrieval and transfer formats (see chapter 2). There are four "Convertrl
programs: coÏlVett attributes from transfer format, convert attributes to
transfer format, convert coordinates from transfer format, and convert
coordinates to transfer format. The .RHE file must al-ready have been
created by the rrlnitialiserr program (see section 3.1) before these
programs can be run. There are no sel-ection criteria for these four
programs. Each of the first m records, where m is the number of records
specified in the .RHE file, is converted. Any additional records are
ignore d.

3.2.I I'Convert attributes from transfer formatrr program

This program produces a .RAT file from a .TAT file.

The single prompt is:

1) Enter input database:

(See section 3.9.1 ) .

3.2.2 rrConvert attributes to transfer formatrr program

This program produces a .TAT file from a .RAT fil-e.

The single prompt is:

1) Enter input database:

(See section 3.9.1).

3.2.3 'rConvert coordinates from transfer format'r program

This program produces a .RCO file from a .TCI file and a .TCS file.

The single prompt is:

t) nnter input database:

(See section 3.9.1).
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3.2.4 rrConvert coordinates to transfer formatrr program

This program produces a .TCI file and a .TCS file from a .RCO fi1e.

The prompts are:

1) Enter input database:

(See section 3.9.1).

2) Enter end of record marker:

Entèr a number which is the end of record marker to be used in the
transfer coordinate segment file (eg, -999). This value must be
different from any of the coordinate values.

Default: 0

3) Enter number of digits before the decimal point:

Enter the maximum number of digits that appear before the decimal
point for the coordinate data (eg, 5). Allow one extra for negative
numbers. If this number is not large enough, the coordinate values
wiII be replaced by a string of *'s-.

Default: 0

4) Enter number of digits after the decimal point:

Enter the maximum number of digits that áppear after the decimal
point for the coordinate data (eg, 0).

Default: 0
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3 .3 rrPlotrr program

This program produces a single plot of one or more databases at a
specified scale with an optional title, grid, etc. The availabl-e
graphics devices for displaying the plot depend on the instal-lation
(see appendix B). The prompts are split into two parts: the initiaL
prompts apply to all databases and the remaining prompts are repeated
for each database. The plotted output consists of tv,¡o parts:
coordinate output and text. The coordinate output ís the display of
the point, Iine or region coordinates in some specified manner. The
text is attribute values located at some specified position, usually
related to the coordinate data (eg, centre of region). Either the
coordinate output or text can be omitted from the pJ-ot.

The prompts are:

1) Enter scal-e :

Enter the scal-e of the plot (eg, 25000). This is the number by rvhich
the coordinate data is to be divided. For instance, for an
inch-to-the-mile map, enter 63360.

Default: compulsory

2) Enter minimum X,Y and maximum X,Y:

Enter four numbers on a single line (eg, 0 0 18000 17000). These l-imits
and the scale determine the size of the plot. Any coordinate output or
text outside these limits will be clipped (ie, not plotted).

Default: obtain these vaLues by calculating the minima and maxima
of the selected records from the first database to be
plotted - this t¡iII increase the processing time

3) Enter grid spacing:

Enter the spacing between grid lines (eg, 1000). A value of 0 means
no grid.

Default: 0 (ie, no grid)

4) Enter title:

Enter a string of up to 80 characters which will be plotted at the
top-centre of your plot (eg, BEARTS DINING OUT GUIDE).

Default: no title

5) Enter footnote:

Enter a stríng of up to 80 characters which will be plotted at the
bottom-left of your plot (eg, 20-May-85).

Default: no footnote

6) Enter input database:

(See section 3.9.1).
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7) Enter sel-ection attribute:

(See section 3.9.7 ) .

8) Enter coordinate output attribute or value:

Enter either an attribute name or an attribute value ('see section 3.9.5)
(eg, 'L3'). This value determines hov¡ the coordinate data will be
plotted. It consists of tvro parts: a single character output code and
an output type.
The output code can be P for point , L for line, R for region or blank
for no coordinate output. For output code P, point symbols are plotted
at each coordinate pair. For output code L, straight lines are plotted
between consecutive coordinate pairs. For output code R, the region
enclosed by the coordj-nate pairs is fil1ed in some way. The output code
does not have to be the same as the database type (eg, using an output
code of L for a region database v¡ou1d cause the boundaries of each
region to be plotted).
The output type is a number determíning which type of point symbol,
line, or region fill to use (see appendix B). The default output type
is always type 1. If the output code or type is unrecognised or
unsupported, the default will be used. To produce a plot with variable
coordinate output (eg, territories filled with a pattern depending on
SUPPLY, or tracks dravrn in a colour depending on CONDITION), use the
rrExtend - Iookup" program. This can create a ne\,t attribute v¡íth
coordj-nate output values based on the values of an existing attribute
(eg, SUPPLY or CONDITION).

Default' blank (ie, no coordinate output)

9) Enter text position attribute:

Enter an attribute name (see section 3.9.3) (eg, CENTRE). This
attribute determines where text (attribute values) should be plotted.
If no text is to be plotted, enter blank and the program wiII proceed
to step 13. The text position attribute values should consist of two
numbers, separated by blanks or commas. These numbers are the (X,Y)
coordinates v¡here the text v¡il-l- be positioned. This attribute can be
created by the rrExtend - specialil program and edited, if necessary,
to get the text positioned exactly v¡here you want it.

Default' blank (ie, no text)

10) Enter location attribute or value:

Enter either an attribute name or an attribute value (see section 3.9.5)
(eg, 'C'). This value determines where attribute data should be
plotted in terms of the text position. It is a single charactêr code:
L for to the l-eft, R for to the right, or C for centred. To produce a
plot with variable l-ocations for the text (eg, some track CONDITIONs
plotted to the left of the lines, some to the right), use the
rrExtend - Iookupil program. This can create a ne\^J attribute based on an
existing attribute (eg, TRACK-ID) for which those records to be plotted
to the left are identified, with the remainder taking the default value.
Where possible, this parameter should be used to move text, as it is
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scale invariant, whereas editing the text position attribute wilI
produce different results at different scales.

Default: C for REGION databases
R for other databases

11) Enter character height:

Enter the character height for the text in millimetres ("9, 2.5).
Default: 2mm

12) Enter plotting attribute(s):

Enter a list (see section 3.9.6) of attribute names (eg, FOOD(1,5)
SUPPLY;). This List determines what text is to be plotted. The
attribute values are plotted one per 1ine, at a position and size
determined by the above parameters. To produce a plot v¡ith several
attributes on a single Iine, use the "Extend - modelrrprogram to
join the required attributes into a single auxiliary attribute.

Default: plot no attributes

13) Are there any more databases to be plotted:

Enter Y or N. If you enter Y, the program will return to step 6. Any
additional plotting will be done on top of the original plot, which
produces a composite plot.

Default: N

2T
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3.4 I'Print'r program

This program outputs a sorted table containing a summary of one or more
attributes from one or more databases, v¡ith optional totalling and
percentage col-umns (see table 3). The output is directed' to the
print device (eg, VDU, printer, disk file, etc) specified by the
first parameter. The rrPrintrr program can also be used to transfer
data to another package, by suppressing the usual- headings,
formatting characters and sub-total-s to produce a file with just
attribute values. The prompts are split into two parts: the initial
prompts apply to al-l- databases and the remaining prompts are
repeated for each database. The table is generated by sorting the
attribute values from al-l the databases into ascending character
order. Identical- entries are amalgamated to a single entry and any
corresponding total values are aggregated. Where more than one
attribute is being sorted, the values of the first attribute are
sub-divided by the values of the second attribute, which in turn are
sub-divided by the values of the third attribute, and so on.

I rooo I SUPPLY I AREÂ 2o

FISH I HIGH
I Lo!,¡

TOTAL
SEALS I HIGH

88.6796 45.05
38.6206 19.62

r27.3002 64.67
69.5425 35.33

196.8427 100.00 I

Table 3 - Àn example of output from the rrPrint" program.

The prompts are:

1) Enter output file or devj-ce:

Enter a val-id file or device specification (see appendix A) to which
the sorted output v¡ill be directed (eg, OUT.DAT).

Defaul-t: compuLsory

2) Do you want formatting suppressed:

Enter Y or N. Formatting should be suppressed if you wish to transfer
the sorted output to another package, as it r^¡ill leave a table with only
the sorted attribute values and totals. Note that identical entries are
still amalgamated. To suppress the amalgamation, you would have to
include an attribute with a unique value for each record (eg,
TERRIToRY-ID).

Default: N
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3) Enter number of totals:

Enter the number of attributes (n) that are to be used for totall-ing
(eg, 1). The last n attributes listed in step J are used for totalling.
If n = 0, the program will proceed to step 5. The totalling attribute
val-ues musf be numeric. To produce a frequency total, use the
"Extend - model'r program to create a ne\^r attribute (eg, COUNT) v¡hich
has a value of | 1 | for each record.

Def aul-t: 0

4) Do you vrant percentages printed for total i:

Enter Y or N. If you enter Y, a percentage vrill be printed alongside the
i'th totaL. If there are more total-s, the program will repeat this step.

Defauft: N

5) Enter input database:

(See section 3.9.1 ) .

6) Enter selection attribute:

(See section 3 .9.1) .

7) Enter printing attribute(s):

Enter a list (see section 3.9.6) of attribute names (eg, F00D(1,5)
SUPPLY AREA;). The last n (see step 3) attributes are used for
tota1J-ing. There must be at l-east n + l attributes in the l-ist.
This list determines v¡hich attribute val-ues are to be sorted (and
totalled). When necessary, sub-total-s are printed for each sorted
attribute. To produce total-ling attributes such as area and length,
use the "Extend - special'r program.

Default: compulsory

8) Are there any more databases to be printed:

Enter Y or N. If you enter Y, the program will return to step 5. At this
point all the attribute values are sorted and the table is printed. Note
that if you decide to include data from a second database, the second
attribute list is not checked against the first list, except that the
number of attributes must be the same. You could use this to your
advantage in some circumstances. For instance, to produce a single l-ist
of all igloos from v¡hich tracks either start or finish, you could enter
TRACKS as the first database v¡ith START as the printing attribute, and
enter TRACKS again as the second database with FINISH as the printing
attribute. The table of START and FINISH values could then be sorted and
amalgamated to give a single list of igloos. Similarly, to get a list of
all foods, you could enter FOOD(1,5) the first time and FOOD(7,11) the
second time.

Default: N

23
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l=l====lI::::==::::::::

There are four "Extendrr programs: lookup, model, overlay and special.
These programs all- create a nevt'attribute, but in different v/ays. The
new attribute can be thought of as an additional- column of the database
(see table 4). Each program has its own list of parameters, but the
first three parameters are the same for each program. Note that there
are no selection criteria for therrExtendrrprograms, as every record
must have a value of some sort for the new attribute.

TERRITORY TERRITORY-ID FOOD SUPPLY AREÀ

R1

R2
R3
R4
R5
R6
R7

R8

FISH HrGH 42.3698
FISH +CHIPS HIGH 9.0480
SEALS+CHIPS HIGH 35.2305
SEALS HTGH 34.3T2O
FISH +CHIPS HIGH 18.3840
FISH LOW 18.7193
FISH +SEALS HTGH 78.8778
FISH LOW 19.9013

Tab]e 4 - The TERRITORY database extended with a new attribute, AREA.

3 . 5 .1 rrExtend - lookup" program

This program takes an existing attribute and maps (transforms) the old
set of values to a new set. The old attribute is unaltered. The mapping
of old vaLues to ner¿ values is stored as a tabIe. For each record, the
old value is "looked up" in the tabre to find the correspondíng new
varue. rf no ord varue is found, the new attribute varue is blank.

The prompts are:

1 ) Enter input database:

(See section 3.9.1).

2) Enter output database:

(See section 3 .9.2) .

3) Enter new attribute name:

Enter the name of the new attribute (eg, FrLL-TypE) (see section 2.L.2).
If the name already exists, the old attribute will be automatically
deleted. A warning is issued to this effect so that you can abort the
program if you do not want the o1d attribute to be deleted.

Def ault: compul-sory
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4) Enter lookup attribute:

Enter an attribute name (see section 3.9.3) (eg, SUPPLY). This
attríbute j-s used to determine the old values in the lookup table.

r Default: comPulsorY

5) Enter mapping'

Enter a tist (see section 3.9.6) of tv¡o or more attribute values
(eg, 'LoWr rR23r;). The final attribute vaLue is the new value, and the
preceding values are the old values v¡hich are to be mapped to the new
val-ue. If there are no more mappings, enter a blank, otherwise the
program vrill repeat this step so that further mappings can be entered.

Default: bl-ank (ie, no more mappings)

3.5.2 "Extend - modelil program

This program takes a number of existing attributes and relates them to
a new attribute through rul-es that you specify (ie, a model). The model-
definition consists of a series of IF-THEN pairs:

IF condition-expression-1 THEN result-expression-1
IF condition-expression-2 THEN result-expression-2

rF condi-tion:u*pr"""ior,-.t THEN rerultle*pression-n

For each record, the condition-expressions are evaluated in order
until- one i.s found to be true. The value of the nev¡ attribute
becomes the value of the corresponding result-expression. If no
condition-expressions are true, the new attribute val-ue is blank.

An expression consists of a series of attribute names (variables),
attribute val-ues (constants) and operators (functions that operate on
the variables and constants). These are specified in Reverse Polish
Notation (RPN). This means that all the attribute names and values must
be specified before the operator that uses them (eg, A + B in Infix
notation becomes A B + in RPN). The advantages of RPN are that there is
no need for parentheses, no need to learn the precedence of operators,
and no need to have a special- way to write functions.

The result of evaluating a condition-expression must either be true
('T') or false (aII other values, but preferably'F'). The result
of evaluating a result-expression can be any value. The availabl-e
operators are listed in appendix C.
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The prompts are:

1) Enter input database:

(See section 3.9.1 ) .

2) Enter output database:

(See section 3 .9.2) .

3) Enter nev¡ attribute name:

Enter the name of the nev¡ attribute (eg, NICK-NAME) (see section 2.I.2).
If the name already exists, the old attribute r,¡iIl be automatically
del-eted. A v¡arning is issued to this effect so that you can abort the
program if you do not want the old attribute to be deleted.

Default: compulsory

4) Enter condition:

Enter an expression as a list (see section 3.9.6) of attribute names,
attribute values or operators (eg, AGE'5' .GT FAVOURITE TFISH, .EQ

). If there are no more conditions, enter a blank. If you do not
want any conditional testing in your model, enter the expression rTl
(ie, true). This will force the new attribute val-ue to al-ways be the
resul-t of evaluating the result expressíon.

Defaul-t: blank (ie, no more conditions)

5) Enter result:

Enter an expression as a l-ist (see section 3.9.6) of attribute names,
attribute val-ues or operators (eg, 'GREEDY OLD ' NAME .JOIN;). The
program will- return to step 4 so that further conditions can be entered.

Default: blank

3.5.3 I'Extend - overlayrr program

This program takes a second database (the overlay database) and creates
a nevr attribute for the input database, dependent on v¡hich overlay
recordsrroverlayrreach input record. Any combination of POINT, LINE or
REGION databases can be used as input or overlay. Overlaying is achieved
by first gridding all- the selected records in the overlay database. Each
griä square is assigned an attribute val-ue that you have specified.

The second stage is to grid, individually, each input record. For each
input grid square, the overlay grid value is retrieved. A count is kept
of the number of grid squares for each overlay value for this particular
input record. This number j-s divided by the total number of grid squares
for the input record to produce a fraction. The new attribute value
consists of value-fraction pairs in decreasing fraction order. The
fractions are output to two decimal places. If no data overlays the
input record, the new attribute value is b1ank.
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For instance, if the territories \{ere overlayed on the tracks the
nev¡ attribute value for track 1 v¡oufd be 'R50.60R10.20R70.20t.

New attribute value: 'R50.60R10 .2oR70.20'
Overlay val-ue parts: -
Fraction parts:

This val-ue means that track 1 is 609o in R5 , 2O9o in R1 and 2O9o in R7.
It is up to you to decide v¡hat to do v¡ith the new values. The fraction
part could be multiplied by the track length to give the length of
track inside a particular territory; or you may choose to ignore the
fraction part and just use the overlay val-ue part (eg, to find those
tracks that cross a particul-ar territory and not by how much). Note that
the overlay values should all be the same length (see section 3.9.3),
otherv¡ise the fractions may appear in different character positions,
making further processing avrkvrard.

The prompts are:

1) Enter input database:

(See section 3.9.1).

2) Enter output database:

(See section 3 .9.2) .

3) Enter nev¡ attribute name:

Enter the name of the new attribute (eg, OVER) (see section 2.I.2).
If the name al-ready exists, the old attribute v¿i1l be automatical-Iy
deleted. A v¡arning is issued to this effect so that you can abort the
program if you do not want the old attribute to be deleted.

Default: compulsory

4) Enter minimum X,Y and maximum X,Y:

Enter four numbers on a sjlgle line (eg, 0 0 18000 17000). These val-ues
determine the extent of the grld. Any coordinate data outside this range
v¡il1 be clipped, and the clipped part ç¡iII not be gridded.

Default: obtain these values by calculating the minima and maxima
of the records from the input database - this will
cause a delay before the next prompt appears

5) Enter grid spacing:

Enter the length of the grid squares. The more grid squares there are
(ie, the shorter the grid spacing), the longer the processing time will
be, but the more accurate the fractions wil] be.

Defau'l t: the spa,cr ng that prodr-rces the rna.ximum numl¡er of ori d
squares (see appendix D)

6) Enter overlay database:

As for input database (see section 3.9.1).
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7) Enter selection attribute:

( See section 3 .9 .1) .

8) Enter overlay attribute or value:

Enter either an attribute name or an attribute value (see section 3.9.5)
(eS, TERRITORY-ID). This value is assigned to the grid squares for each
overlay record. Whether an attribute name or an attribute value should
be entered depends on the purpose of overlaying.For instance, if the
purpose is to find all igloos in fish territory, an attribute value
ç¡ould suffice (eg, rFISH'). Hovrever, to find v¡hich territory each igloo
is in, an attribute name woul-d be required (eg, TERRITORY-ID).

Defaul-t ' blank

3 . 5 .4 I'Extend - special, program

This program handles other methods of creating ne\., attributes. These
are: area, length, centre, start-point, mid-point and end-point
calcul-ations from the coordinate data, and sequential numbering (ie,
assigning a number from 1 to n to each record). AI1 coordinate
calculations are in the units of the coordinate system of the input
database. The rrExtend - model-" program can be used to multiply or
divide these numbers by suitable factors (eg, dividing by 10000 rvill
convert square metres to hectares). Note that the centre is the
centre of mass and may not be inside the region.

The prompts are:

1) Enter input database:

(See section 3.9.1 ) .

2) Enter output database:

(See section 3 .9.2) .

3) Enter new attribute name:

Enter the name of the new attribute (eg, AREA) (see section 2.L.2).
If the name already exists, the old attríbute v¡ill- be automatically
deleted. A v¿arnj-ng is issued to this effect so that you can abort the
program if you do not vrant the old attribute to be deleted.

Default: compulsory

4) Enter extension type:

Enter a single character code (eg, A). The codes are: A for area, c
for centre, L for length, S for start-point, M for mid-point, E for
end-point and N for numbering.

Defaul-t: compulsory
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3.6 rrSubsetil program

This program creates a nev/ database that is a subset of the records
and/or attributes of an existing database (see table 5).The records to
be kept are determined by the selection critería (the selected records
are kept). The attributes to be kept are determined by the list of
attribute names (the listed attributes are either kept or deleted,
depending on ruhich option you specify). Subsetting can be used to reduce
processing time, since it is quicker to process a smal-Ier database.

BEARS NAME FAVOURITE

ED SEALS
EDWARD SEALS
EDDIE SEALS

Tab]e 5 - A subset of the BEARS database.

The prompts are:

1) Enter input database:

(See section 3.9.1 ) .

2) Enter selection attribute:

(See section 3 .9.7) .

3) Enter output database:

(See section 3 ,9.2) .

4) Enter attribute subsetting type:

Enter a single character code (eg, D). The codes are: K for keep, D for
del-ete, or blank for keep all. For keep, the attributes listed in step
5 are kept and all others are deleted. For delete, the attributes listed
in step 5 are deleted and all- others are kept. For keep all, all- the
attributes are kept. If you enter keep atI, this is the last parameter.

Default' blank (ie, keep all)

5) Enter subset attribute(s):

Enter a list (see section 3.9.6) of attribute names (eg, AGE WEIGHT;).
This list determines which attributes are to be kept/deIeted, depending
on the code entered above. Partial attribute specifj-ers are ignored.

Default: keep/del-ete no attributes
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3.7 rrAppend'r program

This program creates a nev/ database by appending one database to another
(see table 6). À1I the records in the i-nput database and the sel-ected
records from the append database are written to the output database. The
data type, conversion factor and number of attributes must be the same
for both databases. The attribute names must also be the same, but they
do not need to be in the same order. The attributes in the append
database are automatically re-ordered to the order of the attributes in
the input database. The maximum attribute lengths are set to the bigger
of the tv¡o values.

TRACKS TRACK-ID STÀRT FINISH CONDITION

lCDGOOD
2CEGOOD
3DGPOOR
4EFFAIR
5DFFÀIR
6FGPOOR
TCANEW
SCBNEW

Table 6 - The resul-t of appending a database of 2 new records to
the TRACKS database.

The prompts are:

1) Enter input database:

(See section 3.9.1 ) .

2) Enter output database:

(See section 3 .9.2) .

3) Enter append database:

As" for input database (see section 3.9.1).

4) Enter selection attribute:

( See section 3 .9 .1) .
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This program creates a nev; database by compressing the coordinate data
in an existing database (ie, only certain coordinate pairs are kept).
These are determined by specifying a tolerance v¡hich is the maximum
amount by which the compressed lines or regions may vary from the
original. Only the selected records are compressed. The other records
are written to the output database without being compressed. Compression
can be used to reduce processing time, particularly for the "P1ot" and
rrExtend - overlayrr programs.

The prompts are:

1) Enter input database:

(See section 3.9.1).

2) Enter selection attribute:

(See secÈion 3.9.7),

3) Enter output database:

(See section 3 .9.2) .

4) Enter compression tolerance:

Enter the maximum distance, in the units of the coordinate system of the
input database, that the compressed data may vary from the original data
(eg, 10). The algorithm chooses the coordinate pairs that best describe
the line or region and discards the intermediate coordinate pairs.

Default: 0 (ie, no compression)
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The foll-ovring parameters are required by many different programs. The
attribute names, values and lists do not relate to specific prompts,
but are general rules that apply r'rhenever one of the abové val-ues has
to be entered. For instance, the lists of attributes required by the
rrPlotrr program and the rrPrintrr program are used quite differently, but
are both subject to the same entry conditions.

3.9.1 Input database

Enter input database:

Enter the name of an existing database (eg, BEARS). The database
name may not be more than 11 characters 1ong, nor may it be longer
than the installation limit for a file name.

Default: compulsory

3.9 .2 Output database

Enter output database:

Enter the name of a new database (eg, BEARS2). The database name may
not be more than 11 characters long, nor may it be longer than the
installation limit for a file name. The output is directed to a
temporary database v¡hich is copied to the output database vrhen r-he
program is successfully completed. If the program is aborted, no
output database is created and therefore if a database already
existed under the output name, it remains unchanged. Note that it
is recommended that for operations that remove data (ie, rrsubsetrl
and "Compress'r), the default should only be used if a back-up of the
input database has been taken.

Default: use the input database name (ie, re-use the input
database )

3.9.3 Attribute name

Enter ?????? attribute:

Enter the name of an existing attribute (eg, FOOD). Thi,s can optionally
be followed by a partial attribute specifier. The syntax for a partial
attribute specifier is (i,j), where i is the start character position
and j is the end character position, and both the start and end
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characters are included. For example, FOOD(7,IL) is the last 5

characters of the FOOD attribute. If the attribute value does not extend
to the j'th character position, the attribute value is padded vrith
blanks. This is a useful mechanism for forcing a variabLe length
attribute to be a fixed length. The value of i must not exceed the
val-ue of j, and the val-ue of j must not exceed the value of the maximum
attribute length recorded in the header file. Hov¡ever, if j=0, it is a

special case and the remainder of the attribute value from the i'th
character position is used.

Default: attrj-bute name - compulsory
partial attribute specifier - (1,0)
(ie, use the whole attribute value)

3.9.4 Attribute val-ue

Enter ????? ? value:

Enter an attribute value enclosed by delimiters (eg, rCHIPSr). The
delimiters can be either single quotes or double quotes, but not a

mixture. The attribute value must not contai-n the delimiter.
Default: blank

3 .9 . 5 Attribute name or val-ue

Enter ????? ? attribute or value:

Enter either an attribute name (see section 3.9.3) or an attribute
val-ue (see section 3.9.4). If an attribute value is entered, then
the value of the parameter is constant for each record. If an
attribute name is entered, then the value of the parameter is
variable (ie, the attribute is evaluated for each record).

3.9.6 Lis t

Enter ??????:

Enter a list of one or more el-ements, where an element can be an
attribute name, an attribute value, or an operator, depending on
which program is being used. The el-ements of the list can be spread
over several- lines, but an element must not be split over tv¡o lines.
El-ements on the same line must be separated by bJ-anks where there is
any possible ambiguity. For instance, a blank is needed between two
attribute names (eg, AGE WEIGHT), but would not be necessary between
two attribute values (eg,'6tt7t ). e tist is terminated either by a
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blank line or a semicolon. If a list is not terminated, the follor+ing
prornpt appears:

Continue:

Continue entering the list.
Default: blank (ie, terminate the list)

rf an error is encountered on a rine, the whole rine is ignored and
the follovring prompt appears:

Re-enter:

Re-enter the r,rhore line. rf you are not sure v¡hich elements v¡ere
in error, enter the elements one per line.

Defaul-t: blank (ie, terminate the list)

3.9.7 Selection criteria

Enter selection attribute:

Enter an attribute name that will be used in determining r¿hich
records v¡ill be selected (eg, FOOD(?,11)).

Default: select all records

If an attribute name is entered, a further prompt will appear:

Enter selection value:

Enter an attribute value (eg, ' cHrPS ' ). Those records for which the
selection attribute equals this value r¿ill be selected. The comparison
is made character by character. If the values are not the same length,
the shorter value is padded with blanks. For instance, for territory R5,
FOOD(7,11) does not equal rCHIPr, but FOOD(1,5) does 'equal 

'FISH'.If you vant to select records based on sel-ection criteria other than
equarity, you v¡i11 have to first use the 'Extend - modeU program to
create a ne\¡t auxiliary attribute based on your more complex selectíon
criteria. Then use this in the equality test.
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APPENDICES

One of the design features of POLAR is portability (ie, the ability to
use POLAR on different machines). The previous chapters apply to all
versions of POLAR. The appendices describe those features v¡hich are
dependent on the type of machine that POLÀR has been installed on.
This version is for:

The PDP 77/23, at the Hydrology Centre. Christchurch.
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The POLAR programs in this version are accessed by entering the
f ollor.ring commands to TSX:

POLAR code

Where code is one of the follorvi-ng:

1 - run the "Initial-iserr program
2AT - run the rrConvert attributes to transfer formatil program
zAF - run the rrConvert attributes from transfer format" program
2CT - run the I'Convert coordinates to transfer formatil program
2CF - run the rrConvert coordinates from transfer format'r program
3HP - run the rrPfotrr program for the HP2623A
3V - run the rrPlotrr program for the Versatec .......,k1
4 - run the "Prj-nt" program . . . .xz
5L - run the "Extend - lookup" program
5M - run the I'Extend - modelrr program
50 - run the rrExtend - overlayil program
55 - run the 'rExtend - special" program
6 - run the rrsubsetrr program
1 - run the rrAppend" program
I - run the rrCompressil program

If code is omitted then the above menu is displayed.

*1 - You will have to enter R RASM to complete the plotting process
(see appendix B).

*2 - The available output devices include 
=TT: - the terminal

LP: - the line printer
LL: - Lester's line printer (LÀ50)
PL: - the HP2623A
file name (in fuIl)

Each POLAR program will attempt to read its parameter input from the
file POLAR.rN. rf this file does not exist, the parameters are read
from the keyboard. when the parameters are read from the keyboard
they are logged in the file POLAR.OUT. This file can be copied to
POLAR.IN to re-run a program without having to re-enter the
parameters from the keyboard.
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The plotting output devices available for this version are: the
HP2623A and the Versatec. The different coordinate output types
availabLe (ie, region fill, line types and point symbols) can be
plotted by entering the following comrnands to TSX:

COPY ZZ :ZLEG.DAT POLAR. IN

POLAR 3HP for the HP2623A

POLAR 3V for the Versatec

The only avaiLable character heights for the HP2623A are muÌtiples of
4mm. For a hard copy from the HP2623A, press the GRAPH COPY key on the
HP2623A keyboard. To advance the paper for the HP2623A, press the AIDS
k"y, then the F1 key (device control) and finally the F4 key (advance
page) several times.

The rules for operating the Versatec are:
a) Turn the Versatec on.
b) Enter POLAR 3V and when this has finíshed ...
c) fnter R RASM.
d) Use the ADVANCE button on the Versatec to wind the paper on.
e) If you wish to do more plotting, return to step (b).
f) Turn the Versatec off.
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The flexibre design of POLÀR allov¡s nev/ operators to be added for
specific applications. Thus the list of operators may be different
at each installation, and therefore is included in the apþendices.
The operators for the "Extend - mode|rprogram avairabre for this
version are:

Name

. NOT

.ÀND

.0R

.EQ

.+EQ

.NE

. #NE

.LT

. +LT

.GT

. #GT

.LE

. #LE

.GE

. #GE

.BT

.NB

.cT

.NC

. LEN

. CAP

. COMP

. JOIN

. DIST

. ADD

. SUB

.MUL

. DIV

.ALÏGN -

Function

not
and
or
Iexically equal to (ie, character by character)
numerically equal to
lexically not equal to
numerically not equal to
lexically l-ess than
numerically ì-ess than
lexically greater than
numerically greater than
1exica1ly less than or equal to
numerically less than or equal to
1exical1y greater than or equal to
numerically greater than or equal to
between (ie, A is between B and C)
not between
contains (ie, B is a sub-string of A)
not contains
length (in characters)
capitalise the string
compress blanks out of the string
join two strings together
calcul-ate the distance betç¡een two coordinate pairs
add
subtract
multiply
divide
align the decimal point column of A to column B

Number of arguments

1

2

2
2
2
2
2

2

2
2
2
2

2

2
2
3
3
2
2
1

1

1

2
2
2
2
2
2
2
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D Limits

To make best use of the avail-abl-e memory, the size of certain internal
arrays in the POLAR softv¡are are set at instal-l-ation time. The size of
these arrays produces limits on the amount of data that can be handled.
The limits for this version are:

a) Number of coordinate pairs per line or region = 1000
b) Number of attributes in a database = 100
c) Number of characters per attribute vaÌue/name = 80
d) Total number of characters per record for

attribute values/names = 500
e) Number of entries (attribute names/values

or operators) per list = 20
f) Number of characters in attribute values

per list = 200
g) ltumber of totals in

"Printrr program = g

h) Number of entries (attribute val-ues) in
'lExtend - Iookuprr program = 2000

i) Number of characters in attribute values in
'rExtend - Iookuprr program =10000

j ) Number of expressions in
rrExtend - modelrr program = 1000

k) Number of entries (attribute names/values
or operators) in I'Extend - model'r program = 2000

I) Number of characters in attribute values in
rrExtend - model-rr program = 5000

m) Number of characters on stack in
rrExtend - modelrr program = 2O0

n) Number of grid squares in x or y direction in
rrExtend - overlayrr program = 1000

o) Number of unique overlay values in
rrExtend - overlayrr program = 100

p) Number of characters in overlay values in
rrExtend - overlayrr program = 500

There are NO limits on the number of records in a database.

*****7k)k END OF POLAR USERS MANUAL *rs**7kx**
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